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, SG Judicial Council picks Visit seals Poland,.
-Elahi in botched election · exchange program
)
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by Rebecca Falcon

by Dierdra Girardeau .

STAFF REPORTER

CENTRAL FLORIDA Fl:JTURE

elections.
Elahi and Rhodes had agreed to discount all
votes from the branch campuses for the election.
In response to an appeal for senate elections, Rhodes said the agreement was never official
theJ udicial Council ofStudent Government ruled because there was a question ofits legality. That
in favor of Shayan Elahi for the College ofEduca- is when Rhodes decided to appeal. · . tion Seat 8.
"It could not have been a binding agreement
John Rhodes, a senior majoring in education, because two people can't decide not to count
appealed the past senate elections because of an another person's vote," said Bob R. Cherry, SG
error by elections commissioner_s. They left his attorney general.
·
name off the ballots during the first night of
Cherry said that according to statute, "no ba1elections.
"lot shall be discounted if voters intentions are
Elahi noticed that his opponent's name was clear." Cherry explained that Rhodes' name
missing from the ballots when he was campaign- appeared on all ballots except those issued Sept.
ing at the Daytona Beach Campus.
16, therefore all ballots containing both names
"I was really surprised to see bis name miss- had to be counted.
ing, and I was even kind of ticked off," Elahi said.
·After ballots were counted, Elahi was ahead
"I was sure he had not dropped out."
116 to 115. Cherry said the results of the votes
Elahi called Brian Hanshew, chief of staff, to were the basis for the decision of the Judicial
tell him about the problem. Election commission- Council.
ers corrected the problem and Rhode's name
APPEALS continued page 6
appeared on the ballots for the remainder of the

More than a dozen Polish
educators and officials converged on the UCF campus
last week to commemorate
the Florida Poland Program.
The visiting delegation
participated in a week of ac 7
tivities including seminars
and forums and ended with
an informal meeting with
staff, faculty and students on
Friday afternoon.
The program's mission is
to expose UCF and the community to foreign cultures
through exchange programs,
cultural projects and business
and economic exchanges,

according to UCF Provost
Richard Astro. He helped
implement the program.
"UnfortU.nately, O"Q.r students know very little about
tl).e Eastern European culture and their contributions
to the world," he said.
'The program began from a
single idea lastyear," explained
Julian Bystrzanowski, director of the program and professor ofhospitality management. ''We wanted to send
UCF students abroad for a
summer exchange program;
now the program has
stemmed into a relationship
with Poland and the state of

POLAND continued page 6

Representative ~ sj)eak
on campus sexual assault
by Sandra Pedicini
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U.S. Rep. Jim Ramstad from
Minnesota will discuss sexual
· assaults on coll~ge campuses at
7:30 p.m. Friday at the Holiday
Inn International
Drive Resort.
Ramstad is a member ofU .S. Sen.Joseph
Biden's (D-Del.) committee on violence
against women.
Ramstad's presentation is part of the First International Conference on .Sexual
Assault on Campus, which
started Thursday and will continue through Saturday.
While the public cannot attend most of the seminar workshops, they are invited to attend Ramstad's presentation
and learn about reducing
sexual assault on campus and
pending federal legislation relating to violence against
women.
A press conference will fol-

low the discussion.
More than 500 people from
universities and colleges across
the country have converged on
Orlando to take part in the seminar in the hopes that they can
make their campuses safer.
- Members of UCF's
. rape crisis committee
will be among those
attending the seminar, in which psychologists, therapists
and authors will discuss reducing the risk
ofdate rape, self-protection skills
for women, programs for male
students and the state and federal legislative climate.
.
The conference is being cosponsored by a variety of organ iza ti on s concerned about
sexual assault
Along with presentations and
panel sessions, there will be
workshops with dramatic instructional performances and
self-defense instruction. For
more information call RESPONSE at 898-4228.

STRUMMING THE BLUES
UCF sophomores Kisk Freiheit and David Barkman paractice their guitars Tuesday
outside the bookstore. They are killing time while it rains. (Michael oeHoogtFUTUREl

. Fees keep rising while state money spent on students decreases ·
by Justin Rogers

•

.•
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From tuition and housing to late registration, fees at
UCF continue to rise.
"Although I would like to see fees kept as low as
possible," said Dr. Kenneth G. Lawson, vice president
for student affairs, "it's a fact that inflation exists, and
they have to go up accordingly."
In the last year, tuition per credit hour for resident

undergraduates increased 13 percent, while tuition for
non-resident undergrads jumped 21.6 percent.
. With the onsetofthe recession and expanding budget cuts, the cost of attending college is rising.
"Students simply need to understand that the state
is in precarious shape," said Dean McFall, director of
public affairs. 'The amount of money that the university is receiving from students, general revenue and the
l_o ttery is becoming less and less."
The amount of state funding provided for each

student lastyear was $7,100. Thlsyeariti.Sless than $5,900.
"You can't keep operating on a shrinking scale,"
McFall said. There are going to be tuition incre~ses."
As offall 1991, the housing fees are: $1,08Q for a
single room, $1,030 for a double and $810 for a ~riple.
Many students still say the facilities aren't worth
the price. 'To·have two people in a room at $1,030 a
piece is ridiculous," fr~shmen Marianne Young said.

FEES continued page 6
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Creative
286-20

·M acintosh
Classic
•
•
•
•

68000 processor
2MB RAM _
40MB harddrive
Apple ·SuperDrive™
floppy
• High-resolution
monochrome monitor
• System 6.0. 7
• HyperCard 2.0 .
• Apple Mouse
AND •..
for a limUed time,
. a special Claris® bundle
MacWrite II
MacPaint
Claris Resolve

for only $150 !

IBM
PS/1

- - - -- - - - - -- - -

•

1

•

• 2 0 MHz 80286 processor
• 2MB RAM
• 43MB- harddrive .
•
3.5" 1.44MB flo .p py
• 5.25" l.2MB floppy
• 14" grayscale VGA
monitor
• Digital Research
DOS 5.0
• Chic Mouse

AND .•.
Microsoft Windows 3.0
Windows Works
Norton Utilities 6.0
Z-nix 2-,,Button Mouse
and more!

for only

$149
$199
$179
$ 49

1

$143 !

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

· l OMHz 80286
2.·5MB RAM
. 30MB harddrive
3.5" 1.44MB floppy
built-in 2400 baud
modem
12" color VGA
monitor
DOS 5.00 .
IBM Mouse
Microsoft Windows 3.0

•

•
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INCLUDED. FREE ...
Word for Windows
. Entertainment Pack
Grammatik
Prodigy (3 Months ~ree)
METZ File. FIX
hDC Microapps
Formula Editor
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· .Asl11111m Brown: attorney, poet and minlsteri
•

by Bill Cushing

Brown's writings as well.
UCF's attorney, which is a busy
His extended poem one.
"Hanford," a piece that was
He points out that at most
''These arefascinatingtimes
published in "Hobo Jungle," universities the ratio of stu• to try and induce theology, bea New England publication, dents to lawyers is about one to
cause people are so indifferent
tells the reader to, "Recol- 5,000.
to it," quipped Dr. Ashmun
lect if you will that every"At UCF, it's one to 23,000,"
wh.e re we are/ we shed a cell he said.
Brown. ''We can't even describe
a cathedral."
or two, a million molecules
It is a job he has been at
Brown wears several hats
perhaps/ left in that place since 1980. Before coming to
these days. Besides being the
UCF, Brown was the associate
where we sat and ate ... " .
• university attorney, he is a
:Brown maintained that ·he ' university attorney at the Uniguest columnist for The Ordoesn't purposely sit down to versity of Florida. Prior to his
lando Sentinel, a published
write theologically but that it collegiate legal work, Brown
poet
.
is
o,n ly natural to write from had a private practice in Cocoa
•
Qne'sindividual experien~e and Be3:ch while also being an asprimarily from one's own be- sistant public defender for
·
liefs.
Brevard County.
•
"But writing is not my major
Originally from Was}:iingfunction as a
ton, · Brown
priest," he.
has made sevsaid. An .un- "Everything is in a
eral
stops
usual 1 state- constant state of
while making
ment from a
his diagonal
man who co- change."
crossing of the
/ ,
wrote a book of
country to
poems as part
Central
- Ashmun Brown
of his program
Florida.
leading
to
his
UCF
Attorney
Now,
•
ordination.
it seem's, he
"I had to do a .
has, perhaps,
three-year program before be- £nallj settled into one home,
•
ing ordained," he said of his and several callings: attorney ,
latest divinity studies, which priest, poet, lecturer, and radiwere performed under a pro- cal.
gram sponsored by Notre Dame
Another incentive for Brown
University, although it is not to stay in this are is in the fact
located in South Bend.
that his time at St. Lukes seems
"Actually I did my to have been both spiritually
. coursework in Connecticut," he and personally rewarding for
him.
said.
It was a program which ip"I walked into the cathedral
volved five others pursuing the as a layman there 11. .years
same goal. Tthe group was in- . ago," he said.- "I met my wife
volved in producing a. book of there, was married·there."
poetry along with studying the
Now he has been ordained
•
connection between the arts and
teaches there.
I
.
UCF Attorney Ashum Brown was rece-ntly ordained as a minister in the Episcopal
and theology.
Certainly, if Brown's tenChurch. He also works with United Campus Ministries. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)
He sees a great similarity dency to believe the eternal
between the two, especially molecular tendency put forth
On top of all that, Brown
He seems to like the label. high school years at a Jesuit smce, like religion, he notes that by Hawkins is true, Dr./Rev.
wasrecentlyordainedasamin- The word radical, after all, is academy contributed to his 1ib- "we live in a society that's not Ashmun Brown has managed
ister fpr the local diocese of the derived from the Latin word eral leanings as well as his . much interested in poetry."
to leave much of himself iri a
• Episcopal Church after having "radicali~:' meaning root.
current interpretations of the
This means that Brown ob- .number of places.
served as a deacon for over a
It would seem to be a bit of Bible.
viously has his work cut out
Or; as he writes in
decade.
. an c;ont!adictory label for a
"Jesuit training explores for him.
"Hanford:"
that's not all.
man who was raised in a con- what's really going on," he said. .
And, as if that personal duty "So every where I've been a
• , But
He has been a jou,rnalist ·· servative . religious back- "Disney is wonderful, but it's a of bringing faith and literary part of me is there/ just as that
("But the_n I later went ground. His mother was a Ro- thin varnish covering a lot of enjoyment to others were not place is in me/ and on this pastraight."), broke a.cademic man (fatholic.
ugly truth."
- enough, there is his job as per now. Deo Gratis!"
• ground by being only one of two
'(I was very attracted to the
It is that grain of truth that
special-category students of op,enpess of the Episcopal he is constantly trying to get
law at Boston UniversitY (the
. across.
other
was
F
.
Lee
Bailey),
and,
He does this in a number of
•
he said, "I'd have been. a phoways: performing the Episco"You kind of live in
. tographer but I never could fig:.
pal mass for United Campus
ure out the camera." ·
Ministries. appearing on an
two worlds."
•
There is, of course; an interinterfaith dialogue broadcast
esting dichotomy here which
by WUCF, and now he is part
doesn't escape Brown.
-Ashum Brown · ofthe School ofChristian StudAfter all, how does a legally
ies, ayear_-longprogram sponUCF Attorney
trained mind contend with the
sored by the Cathedral Church·
differences that would seem to
· of St. Luke, the church Brown
exist in one who is spiritually
is attached to within the Epis• motivated?
Church," Brown said.
copalian diocese in Central
''You kind of live in two
''We're a very small church, Florida.
worlds," he said. Even he is he added. "There are more MorFor his part in the program,
amused by the apparent con- mons than there are Episcopa- Brown is teaching two Saturtradiction, especially when the lians."
day sessions dealing with "Gentopic turns to the constant conBrown finds this surprising esis and the Other Books of
stitutional battle regarding the when one considers the influ- Moses," beginning this Satur• separation of church and state. ence of the religion. He noted day and finishing on the fol''That gooey li.n e is getting that the nation currently has lowing Saturday.
gooier," he noted. He pointed an Episcopalian as president, - He plans to use many of the
out that many people miss the secretary of state (George writings of Dr. Stephen
difference between protecting Baker), chairman of the joint Hawkins, author of "A Brief
a citizen's right to worship and chiefs of staff (Gen. Colin History of Time."
aUowing the government to le- Powell) and secretary of deHeciteshowoneofHaw~ins'
• gally sanction one faith over fense (Dick Cheney).
theories is that every atom, inAdditionally, more than 25 cluding those composing our
the others.
We use religio_n all the time percent of the past 40 Ameri- bodies, has existed somewhere
- the symbols and the trap- can presidents have been Epis- else.
pings, he said, because we can copalian.
It is a human connection
He also finds the church more with eternity which Brown the
be highly irreligious.
As proof of this, he points social1y active and points to the minister likes to point out.
• out thatsome of the greatest fact that it celebrates a Feast
"Everything is in a constant
examples of religious persecu- Day named in honor of a min- state of change," he said. This
tion in recent history have oc- ister killed while registering is an idea which is evident in

•

•

.

•
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curred in Central America.
Ironically, for some reason the
United States seems to always
fall on the side of the religious
oppressors, he said.
He seems to say these things
rather freely. It is a ' way in ·
which he fills his role as the
"campus radical."
·
"Jesus was a radical," he
pointed out. "Most of the heroes in Scripture, or in our
Judeo-Christian tradition,
were radically involved in the
church."
·

black voters in Mississippi .
''The age of martyrs is still
with us," he observed.
Perhaps the primary reason
he was attracted to the Episcopal Church was its biblical interpretations.
"I think that the official
teaching of the Catholic Church
is pot the teaching of the confessional," he said.
He sees a very real difference between the teachings of
Jesus Christ and those of the
Vatican. Brown also feels his

I

1.

•
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Students help pick up 2 tons of trash along·coast
3 UCF groups join 700 volunteers in beach deanup

•

tally aware, but it takes more than awareness; it takes efforts and actions," said
Clay Clifton, a cleanup volunteer and
DAYTONABEACH-UCFclubsand political science graduate of Ferman
organizations, including the Democratic , University.
Society,EnvironmentalSocietyandDayLisa Phillips, a Daytona Campus SG
tona Campus Student Government, staff member, said: "I actually found a
joined more than 700 volunteers to comb · plastic cup from Royal Caribbean Cruise
Volusia and Flagler counties to collect Lines. Some careless person must have
more than 2 tons of trash Saturday.
just thrown it off the side of the ship.
The Center for Marine Conservation With the popularity of environmental
coordinates the annual beach cleanup awareness, the ignorance of certain indi- ·
throughout the UnitedStates. Usingthe viduals amazes me."
information collected by volunteers, the
Many volunteers said they knew of
center fs able to target specific marine people who were scared away from the .,
user groups (an din some cases ~ven corpo- cleanup by recent reports of medical syrations and organizations) that are still ringesandneedles washingupon the beach.
usingthewate~aysasadumpingground.
Between Sept. 12 and Sept. 17, six
The 1990 Florida Coastal Cleanup, sJringes were found scattered on the
sponsored by the the center, featured beaches ofVolusia and Flagler counties.
18,400 volunteers, the largest volunteer
A 7-year-ol_g_ New Smyrna Beach girl ·
cleanup effort in the world. It broke all was stuck accidentally with one of the
previous· records, and it will be listed in eorroded needles. ·
the1992GuinessBookofWorldRecords.
The UCF Environmental Society,
Center spokesmen expected about joined by the UCF College Democrats,
18,000 Floridians and 100,000 residents of concentrated their volunteer efforts iff
othercoastalstatestoparticipatethisyear. · South Melbourne Beach at an area_proThe UCF Daytona SG staff volun- posed to be the Archie Karr National
teered their efforts in the Ponce Inlet Wildlife Refuge.
area, which is south of Daytona Beach.
. "This area is the No. 1 nesting beach
'We chose this area because many of for sea turtles in the Northern Hemius come to this section · of the beach sphere and second in the entire world.
regularly. I am disgusted at the amount Students from the Environmental Sociof trash that we found. We picked up at ety have been working here w.ith Dr.
least 500 cigarette butts. I can't believe Ehrhart of the UCF biology department
people carelessly discatd items into the doing sea turtle research," said Shannon
ocean and on the beach without giving it a Carter, president of the UCF Environsecond thought. It feels great to do some- mental Society.
thing about it," saidJennifer L. Peace; UCF
She added that the group cleaned up a
Daytona Campus SG coordinator.
two-mile area and filled 15 garbage
"I think this type of event separates bags. Items · collected included aero·sol
the · doers from the talkers. So many cans, detergent container~, rope, Clay Clifton, Jennifer ~· Peace and Lisa Phillips from UCF's Daytbna Beach
people speak about being environmen- lightbulbs and a package of condoms.
campus participate in an annual beach dean-up. (Sandra L. ~arr/FUTURE)

by Sandra L. Karr

DAYTONA BEACH CAMPUS

11 :00 A.M.

•

•

•

•
•
•

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

•

SOL
•

~t. Jo.s~plJ'.s

<!a.tlJol it ctClJurclJ
1501 Alafaya Trai I'

•

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses:.

LOOK UP THERE

8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

UCF students Mark Samz, 19, and Jame Hilty, 20, decide the clouds are·prettier to look at
than their books.They lie on the grass by the Health Center. (~har1es K. Morrow/FUTURE)

•

275-0841

•

KID.SNEED
THE
BOYS CLUB.
WE NEED

YOUR HELP.

BOYS CLUBS
OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, INC.

- The Club that beats the .sJreets.

THE RIVER, THE PARK, THE TREES.. ~
.THE DIFFERENCE.
LOCATED JUST
MINUTES
FROM UCF
ON DEAN ROAD,
JUST NORTH OF
COLONIAL {HWY 50)
CALL TODAY 381-2222

IBRAND NEW! I

APARTMENTS

LARGE 1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM
RIVER & LAKE VIEWS
POOL & JACUZZI
INDOOR RACQUETBALL
TENNIS
EITNESS CENTER -

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
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Kurt Dunaway, a student in the Aikido class, gets hit with a stick by his instructor, Ed
Carter. They practice in the Muti-pl,.lrpose Room in the Education Building. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)

•

Aikido kicks into campus scene by Jennifer Burgess
STAFF REPORTER

UCFs Aikido Club wants to be
recognized, so the club is getting
involved with campus activities.
The club, which has been on
campus for the past 12 yeafs, is
taking part in Rape Awareness
Week. This event, which is sponsored by the UCF Police Department and other local organiza-

•

..
•

•

•

tions, will be held in February.
Planning has already begun
with the Aikido Club.
Mike Kratz, a UCF alumnus
with a second degree black belt,
will be holding a 011e-day selfdefense seminar. He is doing
this voluntarily to serve the com~unity. Kratz is one of the
instructors for the club.
Wiley Nelson, president of the
club, said he feels thatAikido is an

excellent form of self-defense. He
said that it is a method for resolving conflict without resistance.
''There is more of a need for it
because of problems that have
arisen , at schools," said Peter
Easton, an Aikido instructor.
Volunteering for a seminar
is just one of the ways that the
club hopes to get more involved
with campus activities.
Th~ Aikido Club meets on

Russell Tew and Barry Kales practice some basic self-defense moves in their Aikido class. (jim Ferguson/FUTURE)
campus three times a week in
themulti-purposeroom.Themembers ofthe club hope to gain access
to a room in the new Arena
According to Easton, _the club
charges $10 a month per member.
''This covers the rental of the
room. Our instructors are not
paid," he said.

The f oHowing, Clubs & Organizations have been.funded
-by Student Government since April 1991
International Student Association
- Delta Sigma Pi
Kappa Kappa Psi
..
Tau Beta Sigma
.
VASA
UCF Vocal Society
_ Socialogy Club
College Republicans
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Rec. Services - The Dome
Student Standpoint
S. E. D.S.
- I. F. c.
Caribbean Club
Psi Chi
Fiat Lux Literary Mag.
ITSA
Grad Research for Biological ScienC'C'llllllflitltdllrlJllf!IJipP'
Phi Beta Lambda
UCF Circle International
A.A. S. U.
H.A.S.A.
UCF Marching Band
UCF Debate Team

Golden Key Honor Society
Water Ski Club
Amateur Radio Club
Phi Theta Kappa
UCF Cinematography ·
Computer Machinists
Alpha Kappa Psi ,
UCF Surf Club
Arnold Air Society
Nat'l Society of Black Engineers
Society for the Advancement of Mgmt.
Angel Flight
A. I.A.A.
Florida Engineering Society
Radiological Student OrganizationE:xceptional Children
Pi Sigma Epsilon
· A. S. C. E.
S.A. E.
Christian Fellowship
Student Personnel Association
S.W.A.T.
Student EI)gineering Council
Cypress Dome

StUdent · Government
ne t;;,,/t ~, t~e- ·ttarlel(~
•

A room in the Arena would
allow students to study Aikido
for free. It would also allow the
club to be open to a greaterrange
of students.
Easton said, ''We'rehopingto
get more involved on campus by
getting more students involved
in our club."

6
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FEES.
FROM PAGE 1

"Not only is the room too small,
but there should be more amenities, such as a refrigerator."
But Associate Director of
Housing Christy Hartzley says
there are amenities. She points
to added luxuries, such as a local phone line, furnishings and
maid service. ''When you add all
that up, it's quite a bargain, especially considering that we don't
get any government funding."
The cost of the meal plan also
concerns students. Many students, such asjunior Fred Hicks,
said they feel that the prices
have consistently risen while

the quality of the food has consistently decreased.
"The number of people ge.tting the meal plan has decreased, while the selection
for people on the meal plan
·has decreased," Hicks said. "It's
just a dowriward spiral."
But Food Service Director Jeff
Kownslar contends the opposite.
''Wehave·actuallyexpanded;not
decreased, our services in the
past years," Kownslar said. "It
probably is just that many people
don't know about it.':
The Food Service Department plans to implement a longawaited decreasing point -plan
system, where students only pay
for what meals they eat.

APPEALS

submitted a written statement
ofhis argument to be read at the
hearing. However, he ·was unable to appear in person due to
Rhodes served as a member pre-vious obligations to ROTC.
Cherry said that the hearing .
of'Senateforthreeyears. Rhodes
- said that the elections were un- wasn't intentionally scheduled
fair. He said that if his name - duringatimethatRhodescouldn't
had appeared on the ballots is- rnake it, but that it was a time
sued at the Daytona Campus, when enough justices could be
·he may have gained that extra theretomakethehearingofficial.
vote needed to win.
CherryexplainedthattheremustHowever, Elahi sfild that if all be four justices plus the chiefjustheballots were counted, he would tice to make a hearing valid.
Elahi and Rhodes both were
have won by a larger margin.
Rhodes also expressed frus- fined for breaking election mles.
tration about the hearing. "I Each was fined $15 -however
wasn't even ~ble to represent they have a right to appeal:
myself," Rhodes said. Rhodes .. _Cherry said.
FROM PAGE 1

.

.

Cancelled lecture turns into
question session on Poland
by Dierctra Girardeau
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The first of many Polish lecture series and
events began last Friday in the-President's Boardroom.
After the planned lecture, 'The Philosophy of
PolandToday,"wascancelled, theprogramquickly
changed into aquestion-and-answerperiod which
focused on the economic condition of Poland
Many in the more than 50 people audience
askedquestionsconcemingtherecentshake-upin
Russia and how it would affect Poland
The two-person panel was led by Kazimierz
Dzieanowski, a Polish ambassador to the United
-- States. He explained that Poland is in a state of
reeonstruction andit will take time to adjust to the
current state of change.
Dzienanowskiadded whatPolandneedsnowis
not aid but corporations. ''We must be able to

II

POI.AND
FROM PAGE 1

~

Florida."
'This is the first ofits kind,"
Astra said.
"Students m~ed exposure
to international affairs,"
Bystrzanowski said. 'We are
lookingforward to developing a
Central European studies pro-'

compete in the foreign market for survival," he said
Andarje Jarecki, attache at the Poland embassy,
spoke briefly to the audience about the Polish legal
system. 'The goal (of the current legal system) is to
eliminate Communism in our government altogether," he said
To that end, he said that a grass roots structure is
being designed by a special council to stabilize the
legal system in Poland Once that is stabilized,
investors won't feel threatened to invest in Poland
'We want to reduce the fear ofrisk," Jarecki said
Both officials spoke on Poland's contributions to
the world and each felt many ofhis nation's accomplishments have been overlooked. Poland has made
-several outstanding.contributions in medicine, science and many other areas, Dzienanowski said
· The officials felt optimistic with the program
operatingin the st.ate ofFlorida and administered by
UCF. ThebondbetweenFloridaandPoland willhelp
Poland flourish, Dzienanowski concluded

gram for the Southern part of the
U.S."
According t'o Astro, th e Orlando business community could
benefit from a relationship with
Poland. He said he would like to
implement a business exchange
program as well.
''It is hard right :now," 1Astro
_said about financing the project.
"Our own budget can contribute

very little. Hopefully in the
near future, UCF could benefit
from a Federal Assistance
Grant to keep the program
alive."
AStro is confident about the
program's future. ''Poland was
stifled for so long under the
Iron Curtain. This countcy is
rich in mlture and there is so
much to discover," he said.

ECON .RIVER
ANIMAL HOSPITAL
Complete health care for _yqur pet

568-0724 .
15220 E. Colonial Drive
3 miles east of Alafaya Trail · ·
on Hwy 50 at Bunker Hill Center

, ·Boarding
• Vaccinations
• Skin disorders

•Grooming
•Surgery _
·Pet Supplies

-Receive a complimentary 9ottle. of flea
shampoo with this ad at initial visit.

1' . FROM YOUR.FAMOUS, FRIENDLY: ·
Chris Fontana, a 21-year~old management major, pitches up a wiffle-ball during his
I
LOCAL DEEP DISCOUNT
gam.e. Friday. He is praying in his backyard off Alafaya Trail.cchar1es K. Morrow/FUTURE)
I
HEWLE'IT-PACKARD DEALER: .
-I
WE STOCK
----:----=---~-:----=------=---'._::.._-...:::....;;!.:------'--~~_:__J I HP 95LX Palmtop PC HP 48SX
1

Give thanks
for safety

-This space for rentm

.pvith Lotus®1-2-3®
I
I
I

Call the Future ad office at

823·2601 for more informai.ion.

I
I
I

"THE IDEAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY"

· Buckle Up

r•l: Ii'4 3;fi i i'li, :Z.;j ;ii\'' 13: ifi

PC pou er in
t!wpalm of your Jiand
1

WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH
CARPET, DRAPES. CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WJTH ALL OF
THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS:
•RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
·O:'\ COlJ:'\TY BUS ROUrI<:
•\VALK TO SHOPPES, lli\NKS
Al'i D '.\<IOVIES

1

•Af.'FORDAilLE UATES
·MONTHLY STUDENT
SPECIALS
·THE ULTIMATE IN
CO:'\ VENI ENCE

•Over 21 0l)
built-in
functions
."'. _ • HP Equation\Vriter
up plication
•Graphics
~,~,
integrated
~· ~:·
with

PLUS ALL OTHER HP
BUSINESS & SCIEITTIFIC
CALCULATORS, .
SUPPLIES & SOFWARE.

ONLY FIRST MONTH .& SECURITY
DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO MOVE IN

•
r hO'

HEWLETT

~~ PAC KA R D

INTERNATIONAL
~ Calculato·r & Computer . .~'t>\

~~~~~ 0~1~t·
1

&:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~

SCIENTIFIC
ALL 48 sx
EXPANDABLE
BOOKS &
CALCU LATOR .___AC_CE_S_OR_IE_S___.

calculu~

~
•
.

(NEXT TO PIZZA Htrr ON
ALAFAYA>

The Beautiful '"'boice"

1

r-----------~--------

BATTER, BATTER

.

L

-

.. - -

2916 Corrine.Drive
0 rla ndo; FL 32803

o.,.q'b"W

I
1
1

1

---------------- - -- ~
l;1
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.. Recession allows employeIS to pick 'best and brightest'
by Amy Reynolds

employers to UCF in early September.
"I think its tight," says Jim Gracey,
director ofUCF's Career Resour.ce CenThe scene is familiar. Young men and ter.
"I had some employers say that they
women in suits, armed with resumes,
handshakes and smiles for older men would not ·attend because of the recesand women prepared to greet them with sion."
Of the ones who did, sentiments were
stories of the grim realities oftoday'sjob
market.
the same. ''We're finding a lot more qualiWelcome to Career Expos for the 1991- fied applicants," says F. Darren Oliverio,
a field training consultant with Metro1992 school year.
'There are fewer positions available be- politan Life~
The reason for the flood of qualified
cause of the recession and because of sales
trends," says Dot Svobdia, a manager with · students is the lack of jobs.
Although not all companies are sufferAmerican Tourister. "Still, we're hoping to
ingfrom the sagging economy, they are still
find some good folks out there."
So is everyone else. This particular seeing an increase in applications.
''We're now even seeing alumni comjob fair brought nearly 80 prospective ·
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

•

•

ing to these events," says Moira Oliver,
director of Human Resources for Hyatt
Hotels and Resorts. ''We didn't used to
see that nearly as much."
Oliver calls the turnout at job fairs in
1990and1991 "astounding."
''We have been surprised at the number of qualified applicants we're seeing.
It's really been tO our advantage," says
Steve Hoppe, of Arthur Anderson Tax
Technology Group.
Because of the flood of graduating
college students entering into the job
market, employers are getti...'1.g pickier
when hiring.
They offer this advice to job-seekers:
•."Students should get practical experience before they graduate. That's very

important," Oliver said.
•"In our business, a college education
isn't a determining factor," says Oliverio
of work in the insurance field. ''We look
for someone who really has oomph. When
we find someone who's hot, we make
room for (him for her)."
• "People really need to prepare for
the interview," says Wayne Johns, regional human relations manager for
Coca-Cola. "People need to work on thefr
appearance and their preparation for
questions and answers."
• ''We are looking for good academic
background, good interpersonal skills,
a polished, genuine, smart person,"
Hoppe said. ''We want the best and the
brightest."

•

•
•
•

•
• • • • •

A ·COMBINATION
THAT FITS ·
TODAY'.S STUDENT
•

• ALL-IN-ONE! No wires to hook up
• 13-IN. SCREEN! Fits in small areas
.• 25-function unified remote controls both
the TV and VCR
• On-screen programming by remote plus
one touch recording
• 110 channels including cable
• Audio/video input and output jacks for
additional hook-ups

'499.99

•sales tax, delivery, or installation
not included in minimum
monthly payment shown. Your
actual monthly paymenr can vary
depending on your account balance.
TV size measured diagonally. Picture simulated.

9089 1
(Mir. #CMS-R300CD)

SHARP TABLETOP STEREO,
5 DISC CD CAROUSEL

Remote, dual
cassette, 3
band equalizer

349 99
•

SONY MICROCASSETTE
PORTABLE RECORDER
Auto record ing
level, one
•
touch record .

29 99

8001 S. ORANGE ~LOSSOM TRAIL (407) 826-9600

Each of these advertised items ore readily available for sale as advertised.
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"WITH Cl1ASSEI AID A
PART~Tl11'E JOI DESERVE
APAID VADATIDI:'
11

+

'f\nd UPS agrees. That's one of the
reasons I work there. But they do a lot
more than pay me to take time off. I make
almost $10,000 a year wod<ing part-time
!or about 4 hours a day. That's great pay
for a full-time student.
"The benefits jon't stop there, either.
I get paid holidays, medical and dental benefits, even a student loan if
I need one I got to pick morning,
afternoon or e·vening shifts. I work 1n
Operations, but some students work 1n
Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S.
and Customer Service.

American
RedCross .

·YOU CAN'Tl

LIVE ON
HOPER
You hope this guy is
finally thi:; right guy.
You hope this time she
just iTiight be the one.
A.nd you boJh hope the
other one 1s not infected
wi rh the AIDS virus.
Of course you could
ask. But your partner
might not know. That's
becous0 it' s possible to
carry the /.-.IDS virus for
many yaars without
fiY.N11r)g orivsympi oms
The only ·.,..ay ·i·o
prevent getting
!nfected is te protect
yourself. Stait using
conldDomS.s.

A

"If you want to make money while you
study and when you travel, check out
UPS. Find out how it feels to go away
and come back to a paycheck."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS , see your school's caree r
development or job placement
center. UPS 1s an equal opportunity
employer.
M(F

%~ii~~~·

•

•

•
•

use them.
If he says no,
so can you.

If you think you
C".'n't get it you're
dead wrong.

•

I

I
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WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK.FOR US.

UPjS DIEU:VIEIRS EIDfUC,ATllD!ll
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We're looking for Your best
ideas for the Third Annual "Know When -Th Say When:~
.· Posrer C-Ompetition.

•
•

•

•

•

•

This competition is being held 41 conjunction with National Collegiate ·Alcohol Awareness Week.
A share of the $20,000 in scholarship money
may be waiting for you!
We are looking for the best poster concepts that
express the need for personal responsibility in the
consumption of alcohol. Drawing ability will not
be a factor in determining the winning concepts.
© 1991 Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc. .S.A.
'

• Grand Prize Scholarship for "Best Concept' !._$5, 000 Entry forms may be obtained:
•Five (5) Runner-Up Scholarships-$1,000
From_ The Reced_R_tio_n_ist_________
• Twenty (20) Third Place Scholarships-$500
Scholarships are underwritten by Anheuser-Busch. At
The UCF Wellness _Cedn
_ t_er_ __
Contest ends December 15, 11391.
If no official entry form is available, you may write
to: Poster Competition, c/o BSK, 1000 Geyer
Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63104.
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foreign JangUage
requirement fuels
campus discussion
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here are several issues on campus that
should be discussed, but are unrelated. So
here is an update on campus issues.
• The foreign lap.guage requirement has had
nothing decided about it , although people on
cam pus seem to be discussing it.. Most people
seem to agree that the lack of funding coming
into the campus does warrant a problem and
thus the requirement should be decreased. Also
the difficulity in getting classes makes one less
encouraged to continue with the requirement.
Please write to UCF administration or The
Future about what should be done to best improve this problem.
• Student Government is preparing to.have
the first Senate meeting on Sunday at 4 p.m. A
letter writing campaign is being started in conjunction with other schools about the budget ·
cuts (This sounds like a worthy cause). SG has
recently promoted local voting by providing the
university as a location to vote. On a sour note,
the referendum has not been put into effect. The
campaign promise that senators would have
tables once a montli to speak to the students has
NOT happened. But the year is still young, and
hope springs eternal in the everbeating heart .
• The Sigma Chi fraternity will hopefully
break ground this month, though have been • EQUALITY FOR SMOKERS
trying·for three years. Also, the other fraterni- Editor:
This is in regarq to an article in
ties and sororities are gearing up for early Hal- the Sept. 12 issue of The Future,~
loween bashes. A faculty appreciation day was the ·article titled "Administration
held by Pi Sigma Epsilon on Wednesday. The blows smokers out." Once again
annual Bullfrog party by the SigmaAlpha.Epsi- smokers are in a minority and have
lon is coming as well as the Founders Day no say in how officials deal out their
formal for Zeta Tau Alpha. Other than that, the "justice." The statement was made
by Dr. Bolte, who did a survey and
Greek scene seems to be pretty dull.
• A UCF AIDS awareness class taught by 98 percent of workers polled favored
Sharon Douglas has been going into the down- a smoke free environment.
I have a question for Dr. Bolte:
town area to hand out condoms. This has re"who
was polled?"There seems to be
ceived mixed reviews from the local comm unity,
no one in my unit or several others
but this has not stopped the class. If anyone who h ave seen or hear d of this so
feels the need to help, feel free.
called survey. The fact is a hand full
• The homecoming concert has been an- of non-smokers decided t o rid t h e
nounced and it features Jay Leno. The concert bui1dingofsmoke. They believe th eir
will cost $7 for students and $15 for non-;-students. rights are the only ones to be considThe concert is Nov. 1. The homecoming game is ered. Well, what happened to all
peopfe's rights?
Nov. 2 against Savannah.
·
.
As an employee in the Adminis• October is ·Crime Prevention Month. A
plethora of events are planned by the UCF police tration Building, I believe that my
and the crime prevention group. One.event was a rights are being violated because as
flea market style.fair, which was on Wednesday. a human being I'm forced to .endure
the elements of weather instead of
• National vegetarian day is tills week. Tliere an inside designated smoking area
are booths on campus in front ofthe cafeteria ifyou such as the Education Building is
would like niore information.
allowed.
These are just a few of the recent events and
It is my beliefthat only afe.w high
issues on campus. As the year pI'Qgresses, so shall officials were polled and because of
the events. With hope, everyone on campus will their narrow minded, one sided
tcy to get involved. Ifyou don't participate you are r views, the Administration Building
basically wasting your money put into the Activi- smoking employees are being forced
ties and Service. Fee. You are also wasting your to accept their choice.
college years.
Linda Springer
Getting involved in campus life doesn't necesdata entry operator
sarily ·mean that · you should run for Student
Senate. Just join a club, or start a club. CAB offers
excellent movies this year. Iflistening to speakers
UCF SEATING AWF.UL
is more your style, t~en make the time and go. •Editor:
Perhaps the UCF football team could do even
Insult became humilation for UCF
better if you were out there in their comer. The students at the UCF vs BethuneUCF campus will become a bigger and better Cookman football game this past
campus as more people get involved with facilities Saturday. Normally UCF students
available. ·If nothing else, it provides a place to are seated between the endzone and
the 30yard-line. This practice is most
- meet more people.
unfair because: (1) UCF students pay
So just do it.

T

News Editor
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Confetti/Collage Editor
COpy Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Production Manager

Heidi Steiner
Jamie Johnson
Jocelyn Jepson
Briqget Clark
J.C. Smith
Charles K. Morrow
Brian M. Wente
Roy J. Fuoco

one of the most exorbinant ath- who.participated in our career expo.
letic fees in the northern hemi- Speakingformyselfand22,000other
sphere, (2) the Citrus Bowl, dis- students, I believe the Career Recounting the ~used upper· tiers, source Center should take a second
still seats well over 50,000 specta- look at their admittance process into
tors, (3) UCF games average in at- the career expo itself and linrit the
tendancebetween14,000andl 7,000, audience to only UCF students and
·
leavingover30,000emptyseatseach , graduates.
game, (4) studentsofopposingteams
are seated on the 50 yard-line.
name withheld by request
For the B-CC game, UCF stulegal studies graduate
dents were given only the endzone:
This forced the paying non-stu- • TIME TO TRIM BUDGET
·
dentescorts ofUCF students to sit Editor:
in the endzone, unless those stuThis is in response to the editorial
dents paid the$12fordecentseats. "Language Provision Needs TrimB-CC students sat on the 50 yard- ming... " It is a given that the U.S.
line. CWhen we visit other teams' .education system is in a deplorable
stadiums, we are NEVER offered state. Many adults, including sopremium seating.) ·
called "prefessionals" with advanced
I am a UCF student, butl snuck degrees are functionally illiterate.
into the "Reserved Seating'' section
The "buck" has to stop somewhere
for the 13-CC game. I watched the and the somewhere has to be the
game in a sea of empty "reserved" national and state entities which fund
se.a ts, while my law-abiding peers the education system. There has long
sat in the endzone. Given current been a call for a return to the basics
attendance, the Citrus Bowl is actu- - i.e. reading, writing, and
ally big enough to seatEVERYUCF arthmetic. Our basic language skills
have deteriorated to the point that
fan on one side of the stadium.
few adults can put a sentence toWebb Harris gether which is· grammatically corEnglish rect, let alone an entire letter. Why,
then, would there be a need for an
• UCF STUDENTS O~L Y .
extra language, especially at the ad_ vanced stage of attaining a baccalauEditor:
I would like to commend the reate. If cannot communicate in our
Career Resource Center on a sue- own language, we surely should not
cessful career expo held Sept. 11 be 'looking at a second language ..
at UCF. Being an August 1991
Closertohome,Floridapuhlicschools
graduate, I am becoming aware of and universities are facing tough ecothe difficulties in finding a job and nonric problems. Perhaps at least by
during that time I was able to make .eliminating the foreign language renumerous personal contacts and I quirement, this could be a start.
I
was called to several :interviews.
Everyone should have an opportu1recently interviewed with one nity to learn, whatever the subject, but
of those companies. I was disap- it is idiotic to penalize students for the
pointed to find out that there were ineptitude of the govemmg bodies.
graduates from other Florida universities W of F, FSU, etc.) also
Rachel Sarno
interviewin_g with this company
public administrati.on
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Politicians should bare.burden of cuts, not students ·
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?

I

f you thought this past year was fun, wait 'til you
,
see what's coming.
According to the latest government estimates
(because they're from tjle government, they're accurate
within a tolerance of75 percent), over $328 million will
be cut from next year's education budget.
While the governor's office insists it saved all it can
by cutting back, it's been discovered that all they had
done was shuffle titles from one payroll to another. The
cost is the same, only the list is different.
And of course there was President Bush~s "Educational Task Force," a year long study on American
education undertaken by all 50 American governors.
Now there's a great way to-get something done.
What the final 200-plus page document said was
what anyone could have gotten from sitting down with
any teacher for about a half.hour.

I can't .wait to hear h ow much that farce cost s the
American taxpayer.
The news of cut s, of course, was not very well
received by students, who came t o Tallahassee en
masse to express their collective dissatisfaction with
the governor and his bunch. For his part, the governor
became quite defensive, insisting that he was on the
side of the students. It is prudent to be on the side of a
mob when physically surrounded by its members.
In light of that challenge, I decided to willingly do my
part. One of the first things I did was t.o help offset
copying costs after receiving copies of assigned study
material. As I recall, everyone else in the class did so .
without much complaint.
Hey, wffre all in this together, right?
But where else can we cut costs, especially considering that, in order to replace a light bulb on this campus,
a 'York order has to be submitted, processed and assigned? It seems expenses could be greatly reduced
after it's possible.to get a roil of toilet paper without
submitting a ream of paperwork.
In that light, I humbly submit my own. list of

suggestions for saving money. Then we could re-channel it into the area we keep hearing is a priority: the
educational system. Note that I said the "educational
system" -not the "administrat ive system."
Anyway, h ere are suggestions which constitute my
little way of getting off my "duff:"
• Cut state politician's pay. After all, they work for
the lobbyists, not us; so let those who benefit from what
little results come out of Tallahassee pick up the tab,
• Cut expansion plans to put money back into
education. I don't want to hear that money is in other
accounts. If a family has money in a Christmas Account
and the rooffalls in, they generally sacrifice gift-giving .
to fix the domicile. It seems that, in this department,
administrative priorities are, as usual, bass ackwards,
• Let's cut out some of these administrative titles
and departments. Every time a problem is enco.untered, some task force or committee is formed, and the
only ones who end up benefitting are those in the
decision-making process. And the results are usually
all analysis, no decision. ·
It's just a start, but I hope this helps.

THE DONU~· COPS

Philip A. Borrnemann
IT lboK ME 74 TIMES,
BIJf I THINK I FoUNp
IHE VEIN. CANI

GET A FRESH PATIEITT7 -

\~

,

Last week's question: Should UCF drop or change the foreign langQage ~quirement~
"I think it's fine the way it is. I'm taking
Spanish right now . .. and you need foreign language ... There are so many
problems right now with miscommunication and everything else, we really need a
Sf?cond language."

.- Amanda Abey

business

"/don't see any real need to keep the foreign
language requirement. If people are going to
use it, they are going to take the classes no
matter what. I don't see any real need for a
mandatory requirement."

- Robert Oliver

liberal studie$

"Hmmm ... The foreign language requirement should be something which you, I don't
know. I think the most important things are
classes in your major. If a foreign language
isn't relevant to your major, then you
shouldn't have to take it. Of course this is in
light of the budget cuts."

'!/ think we should keep it. Language helps
people. For example, Latin; people in the
sciences use words all the time with Latin
roots."

- Chris Marlin

- Edric De Armas

political science

computer engin~ring

Phone Response: "The way things are with cutbacks ... I think the state could save m~ney by cutting ·Classes.
Right now because of the way things are going I feel the foreign lal)guage requirement should not be required. I
feel it should be up the student's consent." -Dell Lovejoy/English and philosophy
·

This week's question:

Should we create taxes to fund
Florida education?
Call The Central Florida Future's hotline with your view at 82~-3956 ..

.
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Classifiect~~~
'78 Camaro Must Sell $549 695-0984

GREEK CORNER
ALPHA DELTA Pl

MTI can't wait for our picnic with TIKA.
on Sunday!! Congratulations Alphas on
a successful Masquerade Ball!! Congratulations Wise Pi Meliss_§l. Mill is #1
! ! ! K.A.R.E. ! ! !
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
~: Anchor Splash & Homecoming
ATQ will settle only for 1st. Football
Thurs. 4pm vs. TIKA. Rush Wksp Sun.
@ 12pm Contact Rez. If you thieves like
our trophies so much, beat us for them.
Party Fri. @ "PIGS"

DELTAGAMMA
The Splash is in full force! Remember:
Wild Pizza Friday-UCF pool noon Saturday-Refleetion Pond Saturday night.
Everything is better when it's· wet..~
Number 1!

'

· DELTA SIGMA Pl
How are the books coming Pledges?
~rother Picnic Sunday-lake Claire bring
soda &/or chips. Sell those tickets and .
books-Hollantaherewecome! Riskmgmt
Attn. Speaks Wed.
KAPPA DELTA
Thanks l:AEforthe bus ride.~ pledges
would like to thankAT.Q for an awesome _
social & AXA for a successful carwash.
Congrats Jackie K4 Lady of the Month.
Great work ~ pledges.
PHI DELTA TH~A
Toga Party at the house, 9:30 Sat. King
Neptune, Friday at 7:30, Go Pete. Let's
keep on rolling right into Pi Phi "Rock the
Arrow' Jersey Bob in the underworld ...
2Bcont.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
It's BULLFROG time; Experience .the
tradition of the infamous "BULLFROG'
Sat. 9:30@ l:AE. Don't miss it.II! Team
I Football Thur5.-let's beat the TEKES.
Pledge retreat Fri; Contact Todd A. MA4 weeks till we win Homecoming!
Congrats to Bob T. for breaking his dry spell; Boy was it dry ! ! Rib-it, Rib-it,
Rib-it!!
SIGMA CHI
Tailgate w/ ~was great! Thanks for the
post party l:AE. Mons definitely lived up
to its reputation! Get .up for the Splash!
Fiji Social Fri @ 9. l:AE Bullfrog Sa:t. !X
Football is #1
SIGMA GAMMA RHO
The exquisite ladies of Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority Inc. will be hosting their
formal RUSH on October 4, 1991, at
7pm, in the Tropical Oasis. All interested
ladies should contact Lisa Wright at6785534 or Patrice Phillip at 823-4297 for
more information. E-YIP to all Sorors!

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
The Teke's are going to win everything.
Sorry about your luck!! TKE football today. TKE Alumni gathering at the Omni
Fri at 7 :00."Hey 8r! the Dice man is back,
Just-kiddin. TKE •'s 8r

ZETA TAU ALPHA
Hey Zeta's! Hope everyone is still in a
rulin' mood! Countdown to Formal-16
days away! Composite pictures are Wed.
Oct 9th. Be on time! Homecoming is just
around the corner! Watch out UCF-Zeta
Tau Alpha and Lamda Chi Alpha-Homecoming 1991-Enough Said!!

CLUB INFO

GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from
$100. Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes.
Chevys. Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805
962-8000 Ext.S-4628

The CINEMATOGRAPHY Association
is prO'ud to welcome Mr. Anthony Katona
to their next meeting on Oct. 8. He will be
sharing his experiences as a Grip in
Hollywood and discussing his Grip Truck.
everybody who is interested in film should
come. · Meeting at 5:30pm in PC2-110

APT. by UCF. I'm studying music &need
a fun, nonsmokinQ_, responsible roomie.
Call Jen W872-6266 H381-5691

Female roommate needed in Apt. across·
street from UCF. Private room, share
bath. $150 security, $158 rent, 1/3 utilities. Call 273-8744.

LINGERIE SALES, PT/FT Positions,
Commission on sales, Management
Opportunity, Free Kit Call 678-9899

I

. FORRENT

Room for Rent 2 mi. UCF, Large 4 bed
home with alarm, wash/dry, cable TV,
Gas Grill. $280/mo. utils included. NONSMOKERS Only, 67~-6123 Arnold 1 •
For Rent - Cambridge Cir Townhouse
2bd 21/2ba Below market$450/mo1Bus
line, Super Nice 851-6195
One Bedroom Apt. 10 min. walk to UCF
$325/month. Call 644-4500
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy. CalrDMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

FORSAl.E
Party Couch 3-Piece Pit Group $150 Will
Deliver for $20 more 292-9633
TV-$150 VCR-$175 Call Jony at 2n9061or331-3636
ATCOMPAT2866QMHD, 12MFloppy,
1OMHZ, Hercules Com pat Mono Mon.,
Printer, Soft $900 Firm/Trade for Cycle.
Men's Huffy 18-Spd Mtn Bike almost
New $100 Firm. Walkman M-Bass, Presets, Dolby $40; VAR fapes $4 each/
$200 set Jamie 380-6456

AUTOS
1986 Toyota Celica GT **Loaded** Air,
AM/FM Stereo, PS/PB; 5-Speed FuelInjected, 47,000 miles Excellent Condition in/out $6200 080 (904) 761-8681;
Leave Message.

RPS. NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERS FROM3-7AM$7 PER HR CALL
297-3715

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

EARN MONEY posting ad flyers on
campus. Call Resume House's 24-hour
message processing line at 904-3716769 for a recorded message.

Share 4 bdrm/2bath house. Conway
area. $300 deposit. 249-4123 .

Various 2 Bedroom Apartments for Rent.
Walking Distance. $400-$450 Move In
Specials. Call 872-0373

WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Part-time person needed for T~le-Mar
keting to Healthcare Institutions. Flexible daytime hours.. Prefer Marketing
Major or Medical Background for future
permanent position. Send resume or
letter of interest to Mr. Cej~a. 44~ Metric Drive, Suite A, Winter Park, FL32792

Female N/S to share 3 bdrm/2bath apt.
Call 381-3909

'

HELP WANTED

Summer Management Opportunities
Available! Stu<!lents, Earn $7000$20,000 This Summer and Gain Valuable Business Experience. Works Corps.
Is Hiring Call Mark or Craig at 1-800443-3059.

Female NS to share w/same. All amenities $250 & 1/2 util. 327~6059 Lv. Message

TYPING SERVICES - Call Nancy at
679-4006.
WP.EDITING: APA, MLA,etc. 366-0538

I

ROOMMATES

TYPISTS

Fast*Professional*Accurate
Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429
TYPING-Rush P-rojectsAccepted. WP51
Accurate I Affordable Cindy I 365-4863
Typing Services - Draft Plus finished
Product for orie price - Call Mary Ann at
366-5375
PRO WORD PROCESSING
24 HRS. 7 DAY/WK
Priced frof!l $2/page
Accurate Formatting-Editing-Spell Ck
No Job is Too large or Too Small
Hot Line 407-423-8078
Complete Typing I WP Services Fast All
Executive Services 2431 Aloma #226
671-4414
.
You write 'em
I type 'em
You get the grade
And I get paid'

PART-TIME JOB
•Part-Time Positions Available for
Enthusiastic, Hardworking Students
Who Want tQ Earn Up to $700/hrl 11
*Work from Oct. 7-31st
* 4-Hour Shifts (Mon.-Sat.)
*Assembly Work on a Unique, Fun Product! r!
.. Convenient Location
*Call Maria At 647-6102 (M-F, 9-5)
LOOKING for a TREMENDOUS NO
RISK GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY to REPRESENT ONE of AMERICAS MOST REPUTABLE and SUCCESSFUL COMPANIES, THAT OFFERS GUARANTEED BONUS INCENTIVES for your HARD WORK? Please
CALLforEXCITINGDETAILS.2n-1677
TIMWEBBERCATERINGISNOWHIRING! Experience preferred. Learn how
1
to bartend and make great extra $$$·.
Don't miss this great opportunity!! ~all
645-2754.
Travel Sales Representative .
STS, the leader in collegiate travel needs
motivated individuals and groups to promote Winter/Spring Break trips. For information call Student Travel Services,
Ithaca, NY at 1-800 648-4849.

Call 679-7179

CARPOOi.
Student ASA member looking for same
for a carpool to Kissimmee or Tampa.
Johnson, P.O.Box 26720, OrlaAdo
32816.

it can . - Free Consultation, Call Bonnie
296-2427
CAMPUS MERCHANDISING CO. of
AMERICA is recruiting Student Sales
Reps. Earn great money in your spare
time representing fabulous line of custom lingerie. For information & application call toll free 1-800-676-9471

CRUISE TICKETS available . NCL 4day Bahama Cruise from Dec. 20-23 at
Special Low Rates. For info. 366-4236

For . Lang. Dept. tallies # of students
who inquire about ARABIC Lang.
classes. Call & voice your support!
Seeking others interested in debate and
rese~ch idea formulation based on philo.
of Krishnamurti and others. Study-group
style. Madison X4443.

Not reaching your potential? Change!
Get the secrets from the super successful in life & love. Be all you can be by
getting your mind on the right track & fuel
for the distance. lnduc.t into the ·~OATU
NATE FEW" Send $19.9~: Godwin, 643
Jamestown2137 Alt. Sp. FL 32714

LAUGH YOUR WAY THROUGH COLLEGE: Be a STANDUP COMIC and
GET PAID! Comedian's guide shows ·
how. Send $9.95 to PROFESSIONAL
IMAGE ASSOC., 21.39 University Drive,
Suite 161-0R, Coral Springs, FL 33071

Earn $2500 & Free Trips Selling Spring
Break Packages To Bahamas, Mexico, _
Jamaica, Florida!_Best Trips & Prices!
Spring Break Travel 1-800 638-6786.

LONELY•'s
Singles Date Line local or across US 1900-776-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs.

TUTORS
PERSONALS
LSAT ~RE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3q00 or 341-0003
SAT ACT GR!; GMAT CLAST PREP.
Educators, Not Just Tutors. General
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment
Flexible Classes 249-4070
,·

LSAT GMAT GRE MCAT NCLEX
TEST YOUR BEST. Nations Largest
TestPrep. 150 Centers. 53years Experience. 1 mile west of UCF. Kaplan Educational Center 273~ 7111.

B.F., I hopewearetogetherFOREVER.
You are the TOTAL PACKAGE. I fall
deeper and deeper in love w/ you everyday!! Take me I'm yours!!
S.O.
America Needs Industrial Engineers to
improve quality of products & services,
expand manufacturing capabilities and
increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD de.grees in IE. CallNisit Mr. Fernandez at
823-2204 for more info.

i)

I

WANTED

Wanted: Cat lover to adopftwo wonderful one yr. olds. Spayed with shots.
Happy, healthy, great companions!
Please Call 678-2231

Tutor Available for English/Lit/CAW Will
help w/ papers, typing, proof-reading,
and light comprehension. Call 380-2835
Leave Message
Spanish Tutoring Call Maria 282-9872
Between 1to 3pm; After9pm Also Weekends

OTHER

SERVICES
CASH for COLLEGE GUARANTEED!
CALL: 407 699-5704 EXT UCF

Can Sports-Nutrition really provide more
energy, strength, and stamina? You bet

Mr. Fernandez will tell you everything
you always wanted to know about majoring in Industrial Engineering - but we're
afraid to ask! Call him for info at 823-.
2204
Brett, You Jerk-off! I found out your body
work was on Sandy from Wamma
Bamma Gamma I Go take your slut puppy
to the SAC for "A Clockwork Orange
tonite .. . or DROP DEAD! Barbie
PAR BHU BHAI,
If you are free, if you haven't
been picked up yet, how about
going to Hayride. It's going to
be awesome!
SU

1·

--------------~----~--~----------~-------~~----------,
:~
SPACE FOR RENT: Call ~ FL1tuce ad offia:! at -823-2601 far nom ~omati.cn. II

r

....s

L------ - -----------------------------------------------~
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UCF Rugby Club uses leadership to lift team higher
Martin, Wigglesworth , Unehan
lead team to lofty season goals
by Jenny Duncanson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.

•

UCF's Rugby Club has many goals for the 1991
season: to repeat as number one in the state, number
one in the Southeast and to be ranked high in the
nation.
Three veter~n players - Dave Martin, Captain Al
Wigglesworth and Co-captain John Linehan -provide experience and strong leadership to help the
team accomplish these goals.
These three players came to UCF from very different backgrounds. Martin was bom in West Germany
and is pursuing a degree in Liberal Studies.
Wigglesworth is a biology student from Colorado
Springs and Linehan, a native of Ipswich, Mass., is
hoping to graduate soon with a physical education
degree.
All three men played football in high school. In
addition, Linehan played baseball and ice hockey
_ .
and Wigglesworth played soccer.
The three men were attracted to rugby in different
ways. Wigglesworth watched a few ga'{Iles on television and decided it would be an exciting sport to play.
When he came to Central Florida he was recruited by Dave Martin, John Linehan and Al Wigglesworth, from left to right, lead the UCF Rugby Club in
a men's team and played a few games. Then he and a '
attempting to rep~at as state champion and number one in the southeast. ·cJ1m Farguson1FuruRE)
few other players got t_ogether and formed what is
now the UCF Rugby Club.
\
Ayear later, Linehan came to UCF and looked for lock or 8-man. Martin, also a forward, .plays the wanted· to be great and we were."
a sport to be involved in·.··
.· flanker position. Linehan is a back, playing inside or
All three men are highly respected by their team"I missed the competition and contact of sports," outside center.
mate~.
Last year Martin and Wigglesworth were two of
"I wanted to be captain," Wigglesworth said. "BeLinehan said."And I wanted to do something to keep .
only six players from the Sunshine State chosen to be cause I felt I could make the kind of decisions and call
in shape."
Dave Martin had ~friend who played rugby at on the Eastern Rugby Union All-Star Team:The the plays we need to win. Linehan is a great coEastern Union extends captain. He fills in where I am deficient. He likes to
UCF and persuaded
·
Martin to come out for ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ from Maine to Florida do it and it shows."
"Being co-captain isn't easy," Linehan said. "I have
and only 55 men are
the team.
The men like rugby
"Rugby is vety special. It combines things selected for the team, to run practices: But not only do I have to find our
the majority of which strengths and weakneses and work on our skills, I
for both athletic and
from other sports, but has more continuwere from Harvard and also have to exemplify what I teach as a player."
social reasons.
''They are: great leaders·," said teammate Mark
Yale.
"We're very close as
ous play than football and it's better then
Wigglesworth and Fernald. ''They lead by example. They never ask you
a team," Martin said. "I
soccer. It demands physical condition."
Martin both felt it was to do anything they couldn't do, and they do it all!"
would never be able to
-John Linehan a great honor and a
'Wigglesworth is a mellow guy, but an exceptionplay against these guys
great
opportunity.
ally
good leader," said club vice-president Richard
now."
UCF Rugby Club Co-captain
"There are 200 col- Germann. "Linehan has an incredible ability to hit
"Rugby is very spelege teams and 400 people, spin around and keep going. You have to s~e
cial," Linehan said. "It
people who play my Martin to describe him. He moves like a snake and
combines things from
can juke anyone."
other sports, but has more continuous play than position," Wigglesworth said. "And I got selected!"
"Wigglesworth is one of the best in his position ~t
After the All-Star team is selected, the players are
football and it's better than soccer. It demands good
the college level," Linehan said, "and when Martin
invited to attend a camp.
physical condition."
"It was sickeningly hard," Wigglesworth said. "It first came out I knew he was something special. He
Al Wigglesworth helped start the club and has
been playing for more than four years. Linehan is in was nothing but rugby. Meetings and practice, meet- makes things happen.~
"Dave Martin is a phenomenal athlete,"
his fourth season. Martin started playing three years . ings and practice. But it was really beneficial and we
Wigglesworth
said. "He al ways has a really good
got
to
play
a
lot
of
good
players."
ago and has been hooked ever since.
.
''It was like a pro football camp," Martin said. "You game or a super game. He is knowledgeable about the "Rugby is the ultimate team sport. It's not an
egotistical game. Out here egos get killed. It's not a already know the game and you're in condition, but you get game. Both he and Linehan are committed to rugby.
They have a whole lot of heart and devotion."
game of statistics. Nobody's out here because of a better understanding of the game - it's fine tuned."
The three players have goals ofmaking the all-star
The
most
memorable
moment
for
all
three
guys
money. We're out here because we want to be, not
and winning the championship again. They are
team
last
year's
win
at
the
Regional
Championships
in
was
because we have to be. In rugby you can't survive
happy with their college experience and feel they will
without your buddy. You know your teammates are South Carolina.
"It was wild to feel the amount of tension and yet continue to play for men's teams after they graduate.
gonna take care of you and your gonna take care of
"Rugby is not only a sport," Linehan said. "It's a
confidence at the hotel the night before," Wigglesworth
them."
way
of life. And softball just doesn't cut it!"
said.
"Last
year
we
had
something
to
prove.
We
Wigglesworth, a forward, plays the positions of

FREE THROWS
FROM PAGE 16
Anthony will travel to the
game anyway to cover the
Knight's action for WDBO on
your AM dial, and while on the
job he will be able to drive the
Knights on to victory.
The Arkansas air wil1 be
filled with our beloved Director of Broadcasting and the.
UCF football players will lean
back, take a big whiff and
say,"Whoa, do I feel like throwing a touchdown pass now or
what!" _
If Anthony refuses to com-

ply with this plan of action
then it's up to all of you ladies
to travel to the game and smell
good.
The University of Hawai
criticized Colorado State this
week for painting thier
visitor's locker rooms pink.
Pink, Hawai claims, seems
to reduce players strength and
intensity psychologically and
apparently hurt their performance.
The true key to powerful
athletics, however, is not in
what you see but what you
smell and, here at UCF, we
smell just fine.

The Newman Raiders, an intramural flag _.football .team tune up their team during
practice. Kicking the ball is fre~hmen Laura L~wis. <M1chae1 o. Hoog1FuruRE)
.
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PREVIEW

"It's been tough for us," said
ASU head coach Al Kincaid.
''The record shows that. It's
school record with a 51-yarder. been very frustrating for us."
"Ihita57-yarderonce,"Grilla
McDowell, however, sees the
said, "but the officials said it Tribe as a challenge.
''They run the same kind of
was no good. I still think it was."
Although he has hit from 60 offense (Triple-shoot) as Georyards on the practice field, Grilla gia Southern," McDowell said.
said that kicking
"We've never
in a game is difbeaten that offerent than kickfense and we've
ing in practice.
never beaten a
I-A team."
"!think I could
hit from 55 yards
Senior Ron
in a game," he ·
Johnson will
said.
return as the
"I'm comfortKnights' startable with him
ing quarterkicking in the 45
back in place of
to 50yard range,"
freshman
Darrin
McDowell said,
"But if he had a
Hinshaw,
who's out for
good wind behind
Grilla
two weeks with UCF linebacker Scott Arial (10) show intensity on special teams witha first quarter
him, I wouldn't
hesitate to let him try one from a separated shoulder.
blocked punt during the Bethune-Cookman game. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE )
60yards." .
"I told (Offensive coordinaGrilla would like to kick the t or) Mike (Kruczek) that Ron
Knights into a national champi- was a better relief pitcher than
onship and then move on to the astarter,"McDowellsaid. "Ron's
NFL. Ifthat doesn't happen, the had a chance to look at some of
Criminal Justice major wo~ld the things that he was doing
wrong earlier this year and he's
like to work for the FBI.
"They're pretty hard tO get learned from it."
"He's doing the things now
into," he said, "But'! i?ee it as a
challenge. I like going up against that, if he'd done them earlier,
something; I like having some- he never would have been
benched in the first place."
thing to overcome."
The Knights could use a
McDowell would like to win
strong performance from Grilla big, but if Saturday's contest
to help them overcome the goes down to the wire he knows
winless Indians, who are mak- that he has one advantage: the
ing the transition from I-AA to Knights have a kicker whose
Division I.
initials are FG.

FROM PAGE 20

•

•)

American
Red Cross

Is yo11r aparbnent
really.safe •••
Have you:

.t

1. Had your apartment re-keyed since initially moving in?
Experts advise that students should have any previously
r~nted apartment re-keyed upon moving in, you never
lmov.i who had a key to your residence before you moved
in.
2. Are locks installed on all windows?
Pin locks should be installed on all double hung windows.
1l1is is easy and can be inexpensive to do.

•

3. Are the shrubs trtmrned away from the entryways and
windows? If not, they should be.
4. Are the apartment complex entryways'lit all night long?
Research shows this to cut down on crime.

Defensive lineman Greg Jefferson crushes a B-CC
ball carrier Saturday night. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

For more information stop by the Off Campus
Housing Center, (SC-137 Housing Office).
Free brochures are available, that can help
you protect your belongings and yourself!

FRIENDS KNow WHEN-le-sAY WHEN™
•
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Fall Promo Bundle Special:
Macintosh -Classic with Stylewriter inkjet
·•

$1397

+

Act Now, and get this Special
software bundle from Claris ! It's everything you need to get started ! .
'·

+

+
Claris·~MacWrite+l II

Visible word processing

Claris:A· Resolve

1
M

The spreadsheet for results

$150
Claris"MacPainf'
Freeform drawing

•
Apple Sales phone : 823-5434

•
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WDBO'sAnthony and girls breathe life irlto UCF athletics
his opinion, I figured he must just be a real important
lower levels.
.
So e:nough, already. I can't stand the tension. guy around campus. Anthony is a very ta11 man, but
What's the point of this well-written but slow devel- it's difficult to really see that through the radio.
As for the plethora of perfume particles, well, just
oping column anyway?
walk around the UCF library in the morning hours of
The answer is a combination of things.
Once again, in this sports section's continual quest
I recently donned a white lab jacket and spent any school week.
The smell is overpowering as Obsession, Design,
touncovertheevasiveandremotequestionsoflife,love hours studying the atmospheric conditions and
and UCF spotts, I have decided to scientifically look geophysic foundations around campus in order to see Soft Musk, Lauren, L'Air Du Temps and all the other
into what makes. this university such a hotbed of what it was that produces such speed, quickness, scintillating scents slide off the ladies of UCF and
·
agility, power and mental abilities in our men and mix, forming a cloud over the "Cement Pond."
athletic success.
The chemical warfare waged by these young ladies
What is it that has enabled the Knight's to achieve women athletes.
The answer didn't come easy, but I believe I have for the interestofUCF guy's must have some effect on
such excellence in so many sports in so little time?
our athletes. Perhaps it is even the perfumes that
We have a football team that set a national record it.
for being the first Division I-AA team to make the
UCF athletics has been greatly uplifted by two have made Anthony so alarmingly tall.
And when you corral all of the Greeks in a small
.playoffs in theirfirstyearin the division. Our women's amazing factors: 1) UCF Director of Broadcasting,
soccer team is ranked among the nation's top 20 John Anthony and 2) the high d~nsity of perfume place such as the Citrus Bowl, there is no doubt that
teams along with our golf team. Our baseball team molecules on the UCF campus and at the Florida it has some impact on our football players.
Perhaps it's a motivational thing. The players
just missed the playoffs last year.
Citrus Bowl.
Don't get me wrong, the key is not that Mr. An- know that the intensity of the perfume aroma is an
And all this has been accomplished by a school
younger then many of it's students? So what gives? thony wears a great deal of perfume. That's a whole indicator of th'e hundreds of women at the game to
·
separate issue.
·
Que pasa? How can it be?
watch the UCF grid-iron heroics.
Is it due to our incredible and dynamic leadership
John Anthony, who is not related to Marc An- · So what will happen when the players are forced to
at President? Well, with all apologies to Dr. Bryan, thony, has continually stood as a lighthouse in guid- leave the comforting smell of UCF and try to tackle
our "man of the hour," this is not the answer.
ing UCF athletics into the homes of-Central Florida Arkansas State miles away from home.
Once again, this sports page will not leave you
Is it due to the incredible financial base· that radio listeners.
Anthony moonlights as the ''Voice of the Orlando hanging. I figured out what we can do and if His
Athletic Director Gene McDowell has to work with?
Nope. McDowell fought the million dollar athletic Thunder," but it is his booming voice that will bring Majesty, John Anthony, will cooperate, we should
' department debt of the '80s and has continually built the UCF football ~am's game against Arkansas have no problem.
UCF sports with his hands tied by fiscal dilemmas. State back to Orlando for those unable to travel to
In order to.give the players the motivation needed
Hey, maybe it's due to the intense romance be- Jonesboro.
to overcome their hulking Division I opponents, Mr.
So how has Anthony, contributed to UCF athletic's Anthony will have to bathe himself in hundreds of
tween UCF teams and their fans! Get out of town! "Saturday Knight Fever" has yet to bombard the. excellence? Well, I don't really know.
bottles of assorted popular perfumes.
The only thing I've heard from Anthony,lately is
Citrus Bowl for UCF football games as the Knights
' have struggled to fill even half of the h~e bowl's thatthiscolumnhasnopointand,sinceididn'tsolicit
FREE THROWS continued page 13

.Jamie JohnSon
FREE THROWS i

Ame~ican Re.d

>.

Cross

Willie English continues to romp through opposing defense$. English ran for 100 yards
against Bethune-Cookman, his third straight 100+ yard game. (Chartes K. Morrown=uruREJ
I
i

i

Rape
101. '

.I

I

OILCHANGE
ONLY$3.33
AND 16 OTHER SERVICES FOR $3.33 EACH

AUTOMOBILE SAU l·NGS
ASSOCIATION
834~CAJR.S (2277)

lhe Arbors &Hickory Glen
From $70's -Low $100's
The Arbors; 651-0722 or 657-2644
Hickory Glen; }66-1707
·~

Boviqcef
3403 Technological Plaza
Orlando. Florida
(407) 273-7lli
1 Mile West Of UCF

Homes.
lOam -7pm Daily

I'/•
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BU§CH. Mo~ntain Man Contest -~- ·
.

· .. , >; ·· ~•

. Thursday, Oct. 10th
lsf Place:- $125.00 & Denim Jacket
2nd Place: . - $75.00 & Satin Jacket
3rd Place: · $50~00 & Sport Shirt
I

'

Categories: . ·_
1. -Appearance & Physique
2~ Attitude & lritellig.e~ce
3. Survivability

* All Contestants Win a Pro1notional Package *
Register Today At·wayne Densch Sports - Ce~~er

First 20 Applicants Only
Also Included:
10 Teams • 3 Contestants Per Team
Challenge Yourself
To

·
" • .i

•

I

- The Snake Ri:ver Raft Race r

.

~}

.Do You Have What It Takes To Be A Mountain Man? .·
For Additional Information. Please·Contact: .- Pete Wengert
249-2194
•

· Wayne Densch, Inc. 851-7100
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U<:eF's Buckley turns

to acupuncture for
recovery from injury .
by Suzan Zuljanl
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE .

What do Michael Jordan,

CarlL~wis,JimMcMahon, and

UCF football potential NFL
draft pick Eric Buckley have-in
common? All of these athletes
have turned to acupuncture to
treat their chronic and prohibiting athletic injuries. .
After severely injuring his
knee duringthe first quarter of
the Sept. ·7 James · Madison
game, UC.F football captain
Eric Buckley _has aJready
missed the season's last three
games.
Buckley has been receiving
knee drainingtherapies to help
treat hii:; injury but had not
shown much signs ofimprovement. Head Athletic Trainer
Kevin Mercuri, who has been
aiding in Buckley's recovery,
has since then decided to try
acupuncture treatment for
help. - "I was personally intereste4
in seeing if this therapy would
work for Eric. Until now, we
have never had the facilities

for this type of treatment,"
Mercuri said. "Acupuncture is
a new method we are using to . .
try to get the players well and
to help them recover from their
.injuries."
Acupuncture is an ancient
Chinese practice of medicine
that lias existed for more than
4,000 years and is the oldest
form of existing medicine
known to man. Modern technology has helped create new
forms of acupuncture treatment with the aid of electricity. The therapy of "non-eva-.
siveelectro-acupqncture"i$one
ofthe main modalities that will Defensive back Eric Buckley endures Dr. Hou's pin pricking during a treatment. Buckley's
be used to treat Buckley's knee. injury h~ kept the NFL prospect off the field, hurting his pro chances. (Chartes K. MonowlFUTURE)
"You <;an't even feel it," says
defensiveb~ckBuckley. "Ihave
once again be able to play at his full
had knee draining as past has treated L.A. Raider Jim puncture as well."
Hou's success rate has been potential
· therapy and that didn't work. I Smith for a foot and knee inmore than 85 percent in the past
Buckley is the first in a string of
hope that this will help me play jury.
"Based on past treatments, "proVidingthepatientco-operates, injured athletes scheduled to be
again without the pain."
Dr. Joseph Hoe, founder of Eric's type of injury·should be keeps up with treatments and treated by Acupuncture. Football
the J.P. Hou Institute in Or- · able to be helped," says Hou. avoids strenuous exercise during player Ron Thow~ also experienclando, has been perforrningthe "This type of injury responds the treatment period," Hou said ing a chronic knee injury, and Bob
Mercuri hopes that acupunc- Spitulski, who is suffering an intreatments on Buckley. Hou is very well to electro-acupunca third generation acupunctur- ture treatment although we ture treatment will finally be the jured hamstring, are both schedistandisexperiencedin sports will be using a variety of mo- answertoBuckley'skneeproblem uled for upcoming acupuncture
related injuries. In the past, he dalities including classic acu- and that Buckley will be able to treatment by Hou.

-lhisYear, ·
UpgradeToTrel<.
m•~~~~--·~

•

. 'i

,.

(•

I

lllBIKEWORKS ~ ·
i1s·J976
Redshirt freshmen quarterback Darrin Hinshaw hands off to true freshman Robert
Alexander Saturday night.. Hinshaw left the game with an injury. <M1chae10e Hoog1FuTuRE)

.z.r1.:
__

9100 E. Colonial in Orlando at Beltway
·

(formerly-Bike King)

Full Service, Accessories & Parts.

FIAG FOOTBALL
FROM PAGE 19
all about since most of us
haven't played flag football
before," Straub said.
FIJI got off to an impressive
2-0 start, including wins over
division rivals Kappa Sigma
and TKD.
.

Straub is confident
thatthe team can compete
with anyone they will encounter as long as complacency doesn't get in the way
,
of their progress.
- At the rate both FIJI and
DG are going, this coac.h /
captain will be kept fairly
busy in the ne:ct few weeks.

.

Our UCF
Good Knight Offer!
Ciaor9a C)lan Yar40,

O . D.~.

George Alan Varko DOS
David J. Blue OM D

282-2101'
Do you .like An.a rchy?
Then come in and
talk to Jocelyn about
writing for the
Opinion section.
Voice your own
ideas.

.

11780 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL

,.

For Health and Cost Conscious Students

$25 NEW PATIENT Check-up
includes:
Initial Exam 011 O
4 BW XRAYS 0274
Consultation

,.

(Corner of Hwy 50 & Alafaya Tr.)
•THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE
FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL
PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY
OTHER SERVICE , EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
IS PERFORMEE AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS
OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE ,
DISCOUNTED FEE , OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Other Services Include:
_Teeth Whitening
Wisdom Teeth Removal
Cosmetic Restorations

•
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Intramural football
finds wisdom to win

•

by Harris Ahmed

•

varsity linebacker unit.
"I had a good time with it,"
Straub said, "But I couldn't stay
In looking at the 1991 Intra- with the job because I had to
mural Flag Football season, leave for college."
.
.
there are many different ways
During his college career,
to win a division or a league Straub ran into Delta Gamma
sister and quarterback Erin
title.
This is especially true in the Clapper, who was told about
women's league with many of Staub by a Seminole High
the teams being coached by coach. From there, he volunvery experienced football play- teered to take the DG coaching
spot.
ers.
If experience is the n'ecesThe DG's have fared well so
sary element, than the Delta far with a record ofl-1. Straub
Gamma sorority flag football is satisfied with the perforteam may have just the key to mance during the past two
win it all - his name is Kevin weeks.
Straub brings in a very tough
Straub.
Straub, a captain of FIJI's squad that includes Jenny
squad, has gained more than Navaro, the team's defensive
enough experience on and off back and wide receiver, quarterback Clapper and offensive
the field.
-A few years back he coached back Christine Maxen, who
for Seminole High School's var- caught three touchdown passes
sity football squad. In his first in last week's win over Kappa
year he became the varsity de- Delta.
"I think they're pretty good,"
fensive coordinator and in his
second year he coached the Straub said. "As long as the

19
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An ATO and TKE player disagree in a less than friendly way during a game last
week while the referees and teammates look on. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)
offense scores more efficiently,
then we should do 0 K this
season."
Not only does Straub act as
the engineer behind Delta

Gamma's team, but he is also
the FIJI team captain.
The squad makes its debut
on the Flag Football scene in
the Pegasus "B" division.

"We decided to start in that
division because we just want
to get a good look at what it's
FLAG continued oaae 18
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We're talking aboUt
condoms.
And we're talking
about AIDS.
If you're not sharing
needles with infected
drug user's, ·rhere's one
I other way you can get
1
A!DS, and that's sex.
1
• Because when passed
into the bloodstream by
semen, ari 1/body is
I \;uinerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines
! agair,ft AIDS. There are
no cures for it.
And !f yol..! Jet. yo ~·;:
likely die.
· 3o if y ·)LJ choo ~e to
have sex, be ;;u~e !··')
carry condoms and ;s'I
your ;:>artr.er 'to use
. t~1 0m .
Let's face lt if a womar.
doBsn't lock out for
hers8:f, ~o'~ : c.:-n she be
sure a nvc:.A e!se will?
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And
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no,
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Iii ycu think you

/can't get it you're
dead wrong.
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Knights hit the road to tackle Div. l Arkansas State
UCF placekicker Franco Grilla gives
to tba/1-team hope in close games ·
by Dave Meadows
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

,;

;

wide receiver or defensive
back."
Grilla surprised the Pirates
of East Carolina two weeks ago
by ~nningfor a two-point conversion in the game's final
minute.
.
''That shocked the heck out
of everybody,'1 McDowell said.
Grilla has accumulated only
29 points through the first five
games of the 1991 season but
scored 12 of those points last
Saturday night ag.ainst
Bethune-Cookman.
"I'm not used to starting off
this slow, but I felt really good
Saturday night," Grilla said. "I
only missed one kick during
pre-game warmups and I just
felt like it was gonna be my
night."
Junior kicker Franco Grilla kicked three field goals in four attempts to help the Knights
The6-foot,170-poundkicker
hit from 34, 28, and 40 yards defeat Bethune-Cookman. Grilla's longest.was a 40 y~rder . (Charles K. Morrow1FUTURE)
against B-CC in addition to
nailine:three extra-noints. His
booming kickoffs also kept the
Wildcats buried deep in their
own territory.
On and off the field, Grilla is
a team player who likes to give
credit where it is due.
"It takes a whole team effort, "he said. "Harry Weinberg'
doe~ a ·great job handling all
the long snaps and I've got one
of the best holders around in
Ron Johnson; the guys on the
line, too, they'reupthereblocking for me.
"A lot of credit has to go to
theoffenseaswell;iftheydidn't
move the ball close enough, I'd
never get to kick it."
Grilla was a 1989 graduate
of Piper High School i:ri Fort
Lauderdale where he ·s et a

UCF football takes its show
on the road this weekend as
the team travels to Jonesboro,
Ark., to take on the Indians of
Arkansas State.
Should the game come down
to a last second ·field goal, the
Knights have a man who can
consistently do the job in
Franco Grilla.
The junior from Fort Lauderdale demonstrated poise
under pressure last year by
booting a 34-yarder as time
expired to give the Knights a
20-17 upset victory over previously unbeaten Youngstown
State in a first-round NCAA
Division I-AA playoff game.
"It was a very exciting, very
tense moment," Grilla said. "It
was something I had never
done before."
"All the guys in the huddle
were telling each other, 'Don't
talk to him; don't say anything
to him.' I guess they didn't want
to make me nervous, but I just
tried to treat it like any other
kick. It's my job."
Grilla has done his job well
enough to earn second place on
UCF sall-time scoring list with
192 career points. Ed O'Brien,
who kicked for the Knights
from 1984 to 1987, is the alltime leader with 273 points.
"He's a lot better athlete
--rtimrJnost kickers," said UCF
head coach Gene McDowell. ''I'll
bet Florida State wi$hes they ·
had him as their.kicker.
"He can kick, run, throw,
even catch the ball. He has
good enough speed that, if we
had to, we could line him up at
PREVIEW continued page 14
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·v olleyball team strea~s ·to 13-3,
leading the nation in service aces
by Jenny Duncanson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Shannon Pack (8) leaps up-to spike ·
the ball over an opponent. (Mlchaa1 o. Hoog1FUTURE>

'

For the fourth time this season, the Lady Knights
have battled with the Stetson University volleyball
team. And for the fourth time, UCF dominated the
courts and beat the Lady Hatters in three straight
games.
The Lady Hatters came for revenge, but lost 157, 15-13and17-16. The Knights are now in the midst
of a 12 game winning streak.
Stetson started off slow but as the night progressed, so did the Lady Hatters. In the third game
UCF was losing by a score ofll-1.
"We were really out of it on defense," said sophomore Amy Perkins.
"They didn't make mistakes," senior Lisa Peterson
said. "And we did."
After a time out and a boost of confidence from
head coach Laura Smith, the Lady Knights rallied
and tied up the score·at 13-13.
There is a 1 7 point cap on the games and it was 1 7
points the girls needed to hand the Hatters another
loss and send them back to Deland.
"We won because of our presence and our confidence in ourselves," Perkins said. "I never had any
doubt that we were going to win."
The seniors made a very strong showing to contribute to the win.
Lisa Peterson made 22 kills and seven digs. Linda
Santiago had nine kills and served eight aces. Shannon Pack also had nine kills and seven digs as well as

Free Throws page 16

..

many key blocks.
"This was a good experience for both teams," said
team manager Lynn Townsend. ''This is our fourth
time playing them and they are never the same team
twice. They are always a new challenge for us. This
was a good prep for our game against the University
·
of South Florida."
UCF volleyball has risen to national prominence
in the first season under Smith.
The ~ady Knights lead the nation's Division I
teams ill service aces with an average of 4.188.
The squad is ranked 74th in the country by the
American Volleyball Coaches Association.
The top team in the country is Long Beach State
with a 10-0 record and is followed by Stanford,
UCLA, Brigham Young and USC to round out the top
five.
UCF's national ranking has suffered due to a
Strength of Schedule Index that rates the Knight's
opponents at .079 in comparison to Long Beach
State's SSI of 1.128.
UCF's Kathy Fill is seventh in the country with a
average of .907 service aces a game.
The Lady Knights also rank in the top twenty with
a hitting percentage of .27313.
~
Perhaps the most interesting statistic to note is
the fact that Georgia Southern, traditionally a rival
for UCF, is ran)ted all the way down at 252.
The UCF volleyball team will take to the court
again Oct. 7 in a match-up against Rollins on the
Rollins campus in Winter Park. The game will begin
at 7:30 pm.
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-From

out of
.the
~darkllesS
•

j

comes
anew

•

awakening

-·

verything hidden in the dark eventually comes
to light.
Out of the darkness has come
Afrocentricity' the modem-day movement that
is bringing a lot ofcovered up facts of history to
the dawn's early light.
When the movement was originally 'starting out, it
was criticized as a "fad" and was not considered a serious
movement.
The Afrocentrism movement has grown so powetful
and influential that the second floor of the Smithsonian
National Museum ·of Natural History has been closed
due to reconstruction ofhead on the protohumanexhibit.
Australopithecus will get a tan.
T})e reconstruction will reflect a current scientific
hypothesis that the origins of humanity, which will
display Australopithecus as black, are different from the
the head premiered in 1966.
.
·
In fact, scientists are now con5idering that historically
significant figures-like Cleopatra, King Tut and even the
composer Beethoven may have been black.
The most frequent question brought up aboutAfrocentrism by people of other races, is "What difference does it makes if Beethoven was black?"
The fact that Beethoven was blackisnotthekeypoint.
The key point and the focus ofAfrocentrism is that the
original historians knew what race a particular histQry
figure was.
.
. If this is true, the controversy becomes why they
chose not to write accurate history.
Afrocentrism aims to reconstruct for African-Americans the cultural heritage of a homeland that otherethnic
groups have as their birthright.
In the cover article of the Sept. 23 Newsweek, Dr.
Charles Finch of Morehouse School of Medicine said,
"No nation, no rare can face the future unless it knows
what it is capable of. This is the function of history."
Although, the Afrocentric Movement has one main
goal, which is t6 apprised African- Americans of their

•

•

heritage, it consists ofmany different theories developed
by scholars.
Jesus Christ, King Tut, Beethoven, Athena ¥e all
historical figures that have been subject to a intentional
deception in regard to the color of the skin.
Some ask "why make such a fuss over the color of ·
skin?" Many have asked why the scholars lied in the first
prace?
'
"It seems that this deception has been done for the
purpose of brainwashing, mind control and spiritual
control. In essence, thesedishonestactivities have been
carried out to further the strength of white supremacy,"
John Keyes, president of Jonron Productions told
Newsweek.
Music held the key ofcommunication for the younger
African-American generation.
The eyes of many young African-Americans have
been opened by rap Qiusic.. Krs-One, Public Enemy,
Paris, 3rd Bass, Professor Griff and X-Clan are a musical
part of teaching Afrocentricity ..
These artists take the knowledge of Africentricity
and·inject it into the lyrical content of their music in an
effort to enlighten those who are ignorant to many
hidden truths.
It is highly unlikely that you will hear any of these
artist on the radio; however most of these artist will be
found of tape collections of young adults of multicultural backgrounds.
Purposely hidden in the dark, but now brought to
light, Afrocentricity opens minds to ways of thinking by
bringing about ne~ facts and destroying old deceptions.
Distorted facts and blatant lies have been crucified by
,Afrocentric findings and methods to the point of gaining
national recognition and being incorporated in Ivy
League Colleges such and Harvard University.
Multi-cultural education and understanding are those
which Afrocentricity wishes to reach as its knowledge is
taught and understood throughout the world.

by Sabrina Covington
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Legend Miles DaVis:
enters jazz heaven .·
Queensryche has an upcoming Video
release to document their qrrrent tour,
FatsDomino's CD set available soon
Audio Implants mourns the
loss of jazz genius Miles
Davis. Davis was considered
to be one of the best trumpeters of modem jazz, and all
will agree that he was definitely the most influential
force in jazz development.
He piqneered such-styles as
jazz fusion and ha.r d-bop
jazz. Miles died Saturday at
the age of 65 ... New albums
in the bin - Public Enemy
Apocalypse '91 1, Red Hot
Chile Peppers Blood, Sugar,
. Sex, Magik,' The Cult
Ceremony ...Guns n' Roses
new albums Use Your Illusion I& II will enter the Billboard Top 200 Album chart
at numbers 2 and 1
respectively ... The latest
Prince album Diamonds &
Pearls has a full motion 3-D
hologram on the cover. The
hologram is a picture of
Prince flanked by two of his
female dancers from the
album's videos ... The criminal trial of funk-rocker Rick
James has been postponed
due to the death of Jam es'
mother. James, who had a
smash hit with Super FreaJc
which was later sampled in
M.C. Hammer's "Can't
Touch This," is being
charged with kidnapping and
drug possession among other

things ... and finally, MTV is
planning , to split into 3 distinct cable music channels by
mid-1993. One channel will
remain similar to what already·exists, the second will
mirror top 40 radio and the
third will follow hard .rock , ;;
and rap. Queensryche, now . %
touring .with Metallica and
Faith No More, will be releasing a limited package
edition on Nov. 5 of' OPERA TI ON: LIVEcrime,'
which is an audio/video package featuring the live recording of the OPERATIONN:
mindcrime segment from
their current "Building Empires '91" tour. Their next
single is "Another Rainy Night (Withourt You)." Fats
Domino's four-CD box set, ·

They Call Me The Fat Man ...
Antoine 'Fats' DominoThe ·
Legendary
Imperial
Recorcordings, is scheduled
to be released on Oct. 22.
The s-et features 100 classic
songs, including the never
released "Darktown Strutters' Ball." Many of the songs
are now offered in true ste·reo, for the first time_ anywhere ~ Fats has been a great
influence since the '50s.

The Red Hot Chili Peppers·' new release is titled Blood, S~gar, Sex, Magik.•

--=-

compiled by Sabrina
Covington

HTCIY." FROZEN YOGUKf
IS HERE FOR -THE .TASTING.
We are serving up great tasting treats with
our 96% fat.free frozen yogurt. Like
ICfi" Waffle Cones, Shakes, Sundaes,
·,., and '"TC8Y" Shiver™ frozen yogurt
'"~~·:""'""'~
treats. Try one with your
favorite flavor of greaMasting
ICSY."·Frozen Yogurt. It's here
for the tasting, so come ori by.

•

':c.r
:

ALL THE PLEASURE. ·
NONE OF TIIE GUiil'••

"TCBY"

Jazz great Miles Davis died Saturday at the age of 65. His presence in the jazz world
will be reatl missied.

The Countrys Best ff>gurl®

10075 University Boulevard

at .the intersection of Dean Road

~Unive~ity Grille

Reach Out
With Love

\.~

•

Featuring:

In the University Shoppe Plaza
by UC6 ·

.1/2 LB Burgers
.Wings - Original Buffalo Style

United Way

(quantities to go, wing platters available)

THE HEART

I Buy One Get One Free Yog-A-Bar™ Tasty Treat.
I .
Plem present ~h.is coupon before ordering. One order ptr coupon per
I customer
~r v1s11._0f~er g~ only at participating ICl'l' stores.
ft
Not good m combmauon w11h any other promotional offer. Cus1omer
I must
pay any sales tax due. Cash value: Yaoo of a cent.
-;
I Offer Expires: 10. 1991
The (ountrvs &.'!'ti JfH}urt.

''TCBY

• Salads
.Beer&Wine
• Nachos

October

• Great Sandwiches

OF FL<:JRIDA
ORANGE • OSCEOLA • SEMINOLE

I

------------------50¢ Draft

·

•

© 1989 TCBY Systems, Inc.

I

I Limit~!:Pe!::~perVisi~ _ExpiresOct.15,19911
I
.
382 • 3570
I

L-----2~~~~~~~------~

'1-1.

I
I •
I
I
I •

- - - 5naOFF YOUR NEXT-:- - - - -1'
"JTCl\l" SUNDAE!
1 •

I Please prC$ent ~h.is coupon before ordering. One order prr coupon prr
per v1111. Offer good only at panicipating "TON:' stores.
I customer
Not good in combination with any other promotional offer. Customer
must pay any sa(C$ tax due. Cash value: Yaoo of a cent.
•
~f::x~:~o~1- -

-

-

-

-

:.._

''TCBY
,

ft

lhe (o~ITIJS /k;t )~HJUT/.,,

I
I
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Bridges~ Williams blend fantasy with pessimism in 'King'
by Patrick Campbell

Si~~:~~~1i;;~i~

····· done nght the11 that
can spoil a good movie and
you wish that it stayed with
that one strong point. "The
Fisher
King" effectively mixes
equal parts
of comedy
and drama
throughout
the film.
Jeff Bridges plays Jack
Lucas, a popular radio talk
show personality who loves
himself a lot. He has everything going for himself and a
MOVIE FACTS

•

Parry jumps for joy in a self-created world of fantasy while Jack questions his down-and-out life. <Tr1star Pictures>
big television deal in the
works. But one day, when he
gives a man advice on his
show and he takes it the
wrong way and gun_s down

all the people at a restaurant
before killing himself.
Jack was the scapegoat in
this scandal and when the
film jumps forward three
years, he is now working and
living above a cheap video

•

rental store with his girlfriend, the owner, in a poor
section of town.
Robin Williams plays
Parry , a man wno does not
seem to have a strong grasp
on reality. Parry thinks he is
a knight on a secret quest sent
Iby God to rescue The Holy
I Grail. Parry's other mission
is following a girl who he
has fallen in love with but is
..
afraid to approach.
Parry saves Jack from
some muggers one night and
their friendship begins. Jack
gets to see everything from a
homeless point of view when
he is taken back to see Parry's
friends and where he lives.
The movie then turns to
Jack trying to help Parry by
trying to get him together
with the girl he admires . Several scenes are seen through
Parry's poim of view in his
Jack and Anne play cupid With Parry and Lydia.nnstar>
own woi:ld. ·
In one scene, he is watching the girl walk through a
crowded train station that is slow motion, but you cannot Amanda Plummer as Lydia,
transformed into an elegant get a clear vicv• cf him like the girl Pa.r.ry loves, am.!
dance scene with couples in a bad dream. The movie is Mercedes Ruehl as Anne,
ballroom dancing.
very visual.
Jack's girlfriend. When the
One of the best effects in
Bridges and Williams are Academy Awards are anthe movie is wh~:r:i Parry be- excellent. They make the nounced next year, it is a safe
lieve's he is· s~.eing the Red transition from comedy to bet to say that "The Fisher
Knight, a· knight on a fire drama very easily. Good per- King" will have its share of
breathincr~ · h'orse movin°~~~~~~~~~----'~:....:_~~-~~~~~~~~~~~
in formances are also gi.vcn by nominatioQs.
I
1

..r' -

Bring Friends ...
Roommates ...
and Money!!!

OUTLET

Beiz Factory
Outlet World
Mall 2
363-4670

10% student discount on regular merchandise with UCF ID

.

,· ..--~~~~~~~~~....:.....~~~~~~~~~,

'~if you have experienced downtime ...

I

now experience
•

t••·
286 12mhz .............................. S79'f'J
386 33mhz Cache ............... Sl 19'f'J
486 33/2Ei:J Cache ............... S179CP

'

r--------------~-----,
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FREE
Buy" a Single Waffle
or a Small Yogurt
Waffle & get the
Second one Free
expires 10/10/91

Beeause life is the

greatest gift

4~
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.Bad English made a bad mistake, an album, before the split
.

lash.Ifyouawreciateorigi-

• Backlash
Artist: Bad English
Producer: Ron Nevison
Label: Epic

·

nality, rawness and hon~ in song writing and
peiforrnance, then this is

not for you. Plain and
Bad English have returned simple, Backlash is brain- I .
. with a new albmn, Backlash. Back- less entertainment, but
lash definitely exists, but Bad En- , damn good at that.
glish doesn't The band broke up
It's rock 'n·• roll with smooth
before finishing the reccird.
edges. In a day and age when music
If you don't live under a rock, cangettooheady,lfeelasttongurge
you are well aware that Bad En- to put a tape in my car stereo and
glish is powe~d by fonner )our- drive fast or dedicate a song to my
neymenNeal Schon (guitar) and girlfiiend,sometimesSkinnyPuppy
JonathanCain(keyboards).aswell doesn'tfit those needs. So what do
as former Baby's fronttnan John Ido,runoutandbuyBadEnglishto
Waite: What a concept: take some · fill a void? Sure, there's better st1iff
successful out of work.musiciaps, out there to fill the void, but I just
put them together in a studio and can't rag on this record. I really like
what do you get? Record sales, it
huge record sales.
Okay, this is coqx>rate rock and
Thatwastheideathreeyearsago · coqx>rate rock sucks, but we can't
wrenBadEnglishreleasedtheirfirst · deny tre talent in this band. Trese
')ewel." Because it was the success guys are good songwriters. Sure,
that it was, other"has beens" caught they're not writing like they used to ·
on: Damn Yankees (ex-Styx, Night becausethey'reolder, wiserandhave
RangerandNugent),Alias(ex-Heart/ mortgages to pay.Yet ire son~ are
Sheri.fl) and so on
still well written
If you like sappy love songs, anI honefilly don't think the dollar
them cbJrus 'sand the previous wotk bill is all this band is riding on 11l!Se
of Bad English, you '11 love Back- guys are having ·a good time domg

what they're doing.
Songs like "So This Is
Eden'' and ''Dancin' off
· the Edge of the World"
showcase Waite's
· pompousness. John
Waitereallythinkshe's
great. Well, he is, and so is the band.·
The Ihythm section is massive, featuring Deen Castmovo on drums
and Ricky Philipson bass, who will
be the bass player in Jimmy Page's
new band with David Coverdale.
Oh my God!
Bad English writes music with
subject matter kids can relate to.
Songs like' 'Rerel Say aPrayer" and
"Pray for Rain'' present a kinl of
serious, IX>sitive attitude oflove and
runaway youth 'Tu Time Afore
with You" is the radio-ready ballad
reminiscent oftreir huge hit"When
I See.You Smile."
Theson~Iactuallytroughtwere

greatsongswere"Savage Blue" and
"Make LoveLast''justbecausethey
seemed like a break from the formula.
The firstBadEngiishrecord was

definitely abetterdisctren.Backlash
butttyingtomakearecordkmwing

So give a few rock veterans some
ihat you ;re going to break up kind of
takes thefllll outofthings. There was credit I'm giving Backlash a }:X)si- .
more of acomradery in the band on tive review. I actually had funlistenthe first disc thatjust doesn 'thappen ·ing to it
-Christopher Wood
Backlash.

on

Chavez. gives Prince royal competition with her self-titled album debut
.

stay a little while, Yeah, I get it, I'm your
Artist: Ingrid Chavez
- slappy dappy ... a slap happy doll."
Producers: Ingrid Chavez, Paisley Park, Michael
Ingrid is in her best form when she is most
Koppelman, Levi Seacer Jr.
emotional. On tracks like "J adestone" and
Label: Paisley Park I Warner Brothers
"Candle Dance," Ingrid's voice has so many layers of feeling/depth/hurt that .as a .listener you
Not since Tracy Chapman's debut has a ·new can't help but be drawn.in to her world. Her life.
female artist had an album filled with such
Lyrically, · all of Ingrid's so·n gs are 'taken
fresh S(}unds and poetic lyrics. Ingrid Chavez's from poetry. This transformation goes smoother
self-titled debut is a splash of cool water 1
· ,."'"..m
,,.. ., .~ · .:.:". than one would think. Take for instance
in an· other wise parch top 40 world.
these lines from the track "Whispering
Her style is a unique blend of·spoken
Dandelions."
·
beat poetry and vocahl acrobatics,. ehrotic -...
'. . he- re "aintdhpinak1'ntI iyvt awn1..tthtoyobuur~isdma1'lehoubsee
at times, genuinely aunting at ot ers.
·
'
,
. cause heaven knows it's my favorite
"Hippy Blood" is a danceable track
with a simple bass-back beat that is _ ·
-- • color ... " .
never annoying·or. overpowering.
. : To Prince fans t~e styling of these
It's ~eally h~rd · to explain the sound on this lines sounds familiar, no surpris.e since ·Prince
album recent releases aren't sufficient com- did a large amount. of writing and production
pariso~s. The tra.c ks sound like new-age house work on this album.
·
.
.
_
music, the production work is studio-slick. Ingrid - · . You l_llay -~e -~ble .to hear what Mariah ~arey .
never comes off as a techno-pop clone· she is too smgs, but with Ingrid y,ou can feel the music and
smart for that '
the emotion. Her vocal intonation matches perOn "Slappy. Dappy" the frantic feeling of . fectly ~ith the al.bum's sp.a~ingl~ u~ed instrubeing ~n a destructive relationship is expressed ~entation. After all, Ingrid s voice is the real
swiftly, its pacing reminded me. of an Alfred. mstrument.
_
Hitchcock film, on the edge. "You pull a string·
-David.J. Shoulberg
and I'll pull a smile, and if you want I'll only
Music Director·
mJngrid Chauez

:a
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... V' They could cost you a career.

Last year ajone, America's
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UNCOVERE~PERFORMANCE

~

Failing the test means you won't
be considered for employment.
And that's one.hell of a price
to pay.
·

businesses lost more than $60
billion to drugs. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 will be
administering drug tests.
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~
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WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.

SPORT SANDALS

Partnership for a Drug-Free America
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• Corilfortable, secure fit.
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'Joey Dee' follows similar theme Qf 'Godfather
by Bill Cushing
Louisa Ermelino's first novel, "Joey Dee Gets Wise," is a
streetwise story rich in atmosphere and personality.
The story opens in New York
City's Italian section. The world
is rapidly moving into the 20th
century but Little Italy is still
closer to the old world of its European origins, retaining the traditions and customs of its residents• homeland.
Midwivesplytheirtradewith
a modicum of power close to
that of a witch doctor, and a
newborn' s afterbirth is treated
in specific ways correlating to
its sex.
_ Then, Ennelino moves up a
generation.
The residents are departing
from the church after mass, ineluding Joey DeStefano, "Joey
Dee," who is accosted by his
phy.5ically and mentally handicapped friend, Vito Santero.
While Vito was' tending to Joey's rooftop pigeon coop, he be.came the inadvertent witness to
a gangland. slaying.
Aftcr Vfro tells Joey of wtiat"
actuall y happened, JOey Dee
knows that .. in lhe neighborhood
someone would always see, and
that was the beginning of trou-

BooKFAcTs

TITLE: JOEY DEE GETS
WISE
AUTHOR: LOUISA ERMELINO .
DATA: ST. MARTIN'S PRESS,
170 PAGES, $14.95

environment
that
perv ad es life in
these streets.
It is a
world
in
which its res-

a

idents view everything with
touch ofcynicism and, as Joey
Dee observes after the funeral
mass, "Choked, not choked,
who cares? Sonny Magro's dead
and he looks good laid out.
So what? This place stinks
no matter what you look
like."
As those guilty of the murder .
have their suspicions confirmed
about other people possessing incriminating knowledge conceming lhe act, Joey Dee is busy trying to get Viio iO Uic shfoiy uf an
upstate convent.
.While the s1nry deals with theblc."
men and they are in the foreThe victim, Sonny Magro, groun(l, Ennelino has written this
was only a neighborhoo·d shirt · for the mothers, wives and daugh- .
presser, yet, for his funeral ser- ters of this culture. To the author,
vices, the church mysteriously women are the vessel of birth and
receives a gold chalice in Son- life, men as its.instrum.ent of t~rny 's name and the altar boys mination.
~·
have brand new shoes delivered,
She writes_with the lyrical ·
all donated anonymously:
· feel of the poet, i~_parting mu- Although.Joey "wasn't a guy ~ic_ to ~e grimy stre~ts Joey Dee
who talked," he fears for Vito's mhab1ts. In a reflective moment,
life. Vito has little sense and oc- Ennelino .describes how "Joey
casionally blurts out__ bits and Dee stirred his coffee. The
pieces o fthe story while sining spoon rang against the inside of
in the streets: .
the cup. It sounded to Joey Dee
Here the. story begins;in a like the church bells atafuneral
world populated by gang- Mass/' ·
sters who take on nicknames
Even the 019 women of the
l . such as B~l}ny Scar, NiCky neighborhood, gossiping on
Mole atld Fat Frankie. Joey · park .benches evoke their own ln"Louisa Ermelino's "Joey Dee Gets Wise," the effects of the unmistakieably cruel and
spends his time trying to pre- urb~n imagery.. "Their heaqs bloody lifestyle of the typical mobster is seen in the lives of his victims and neighbors.
vent Vito from making his were -together, They sat against ·._ ____:.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
1
information public knowl- e~chother, like his pigeons,mak' edge as he himself is drawn ing soft, low noises, their bodies
slowly into _the und~rworld touching."
1

Sul.ran's .. paLa.ce

I HOPE ~·
SHE DOESN'T
HAVE A/VS!

RESTAURANT
Middle Eastern Cuisine
Serving: Lamb, Beef, Chicken & Vegetarian
Dishes
llVE Belly dancer every Friday thru Saturday .
open 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. Tuesday thru_Saturday
138 Wilshere Boulevard
Casselbeny, Florida 32707
For Reservation call:

( 407)339-3934
Catering Available

j

-----------------~-,

15% Discount w/this coupon
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Don't live on hope.
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Vonnegut's dark hiµnor enlightens 'Fates'with cynicism
'Fates' reveals Vonnegut's college
pranks and youthful meanderings
by Brian Beckage
,,~=====:=~~===:=:=::::1

or anyone familiar with

•

BOOK FAClS

r ~r~1 1:1; ;.;~; ; ;:,: ~~~v~r:~!~~~~

: : : : :':
no lack of his subtle and
sometimes not so subtle dark humor.
This book could perhaps be
best called a collection of essays,
/ speeches and reflections arranged
into chapters. Like "Wampeters, what caught my interest was the
Foma, and Granfalloons," this title: What does this mean?
booktouchesonamyriadofsub- What fates are worse than
jects ranging from the
death? '
writer's childhood
Crucifixion is
memories of his father
the only one Vonnegut
to the fate of mankind.
himself could conThe latter he considers
elude, with any cerbleak.
tainty. The point he
In fact, mankind is
makes - through
some contorted logic
compared to an
unstoppable glacier of "wann - is that for years we've been
meat," gobblingupeverythingin pointing hydrogen bombs at
sight. Not a pleasant picture, but each other, threatening certain
Vonnegut does manage to. con- ·death_, forfearofbeinginvaded.
jure poignant and interesting im- And we've never been threatages that seem to pull readers to ened with crucifixion.
each new paragraph, compelling
Whetheromot you agree with
them through the book.
his line of reasoning, and it is
It's not always about seri- certainly tongue-in-cheek, you
ous issues either. He tells will find Vonnegut refreshingly
about some of the practical different. As an aside, he comjokes he was privy to in his ments that now the Pentagon
-- ~dergraduate
days at will face imminent crucifixion
CornelrUniversity. .
when budget time rolls around
In one incident, he recarrs- - next year.
going to the final exam of a
Thisbookdoeshaveitsdownlarge class .in which he was not · side as well. There is, after all,
even a student. In the middle of only so much doom, ridicule
the exam, he jumps up and dis- and fear for the future that one
gustedly te~rs the exam into can deal with in one sitting, no
pieces and flails them into the matter how much wit and huprofessor's face!
mor soften the edges nor how
Apparently, several other true it might be.
students agreed and followed
Butthesolutionissimple. You
suit.
·
just put the book down and by the
So I should have added en- nextday(ormorelikely,thenext
tertaining to poignant and inter- hour) you can't hardly wait to get
esting. This book is full of en- hometoplopdownandreadsome
tertaining commentaries, but more.

FATE
lf/01se Tlian

.DEATH!
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Vonnegut portrays Pontius Pilate in ruling crucifixion worse than death.
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REEDY PLAZA-10376 E. COLONIAL
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-282-6042
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(SIGN UP A FRIEND AND GET 2 VISITS·fREE)

Gwen led a rich and fulrlife as a professional working woman and a dedicated community
volunteer for most of.her 86 years.
Unfortunately, a few·years ago she developed an eye disease that left her legally blind.
After moving from Massachusetts to Orlando to be near her daughter, Gwen's physical and
mental health began to deteriorate. She longed to regain her independence and resume her
volunteer work.
With the help of the United Way-funded Center for-Independence Training and Education
(G.l.T.E.), Gwen received the support and training she needed to cope with her blindness and
once again lead an active and fulfilling life.
So, if you've ever wondered where your United Way dollars go, just ask Gwen. She'll be
happy to tell you that C.l.T.E. "gave me back my life."

Reach Ouc Wich Love
United Way Fact: 4,860 seniors were served by the
United Way-funded health centers.
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BEA STAR!

United Way

University at Alaiaya
Next to UC6 Cinema
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Sing Along Machine
Friday October 4th, 10:00 PM
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'Anxiety 'relieves-feats for learn-it-yOurself coniputerettes
by Ed Bowes

world of basic computing. The whole
purpose behind a
beginner's guide to
computers is to break
in first time computer
illi terates nice and
gently. That's exactly what
"Computer Anxiety" does.
The book begins by making
readers comfortable with the
subject of computers. Starting
with the computer platforms of
Apple, Commodore and IBM,
the book introduces readers to
what computers are and wtiywe
need them. And the fact that not

You don't have to know
how to build or fix an automobile in order to operate
one. In fact, you don't even
have to know how one works.
Then why should you have to
practically have a degree in
computer science to know the
ins and outs of computers?
You don't.
If you classify yourself as
computer illiterate, then Ken
Ryan's "Computer Anxiety"
may be just the book you need.
All too often, many beginning computer guides are ~veryoneneedsoneismadevery
packed full of scientific jar- clear from the beginning.
gon and concepts which only
· Introduced firs! is the subserve to further intimidate ject of what makes a comthose already intimidated. puter tick - its software.
"Computer Anxiety" is a Starting from the archaic
short, sweet, and straightfor- theory of the binary number
ward escapade through the system and culminating with

an explanation of advanced software such
as Lotus and Word
Perfect, the sybject 9f
computer programs is
fully discussed, without the need for the
· reader ever having had experience with such software.
Like the software, the average
microcomputer
system's hardware is explored, bypassing all the
technical jargon that normally screws up the average
Joe like you or me.
Discused with great diction are the basic aspects of
disk drives, hard drives,
printers, keyboards, the
mouse, modems and monitors. But never is the reader
bogged down, for the greater
part of the book deals with
the practical information the
'il,

given as well as a 300 word
glossary of compute·r terms.
This crash course in computers embodies.a tone which
is both down-to-earth and
practical. When reading it,
you feel as though you might
be talking to a friend and not
some pencil-neck geek computer scientist who has spent
the greater part of his life
computer beginner needs:
behind a tei;minal biting his
Not only does this short 120 nails and picking his nose.
page book explain the basics of
This, however, does not
computers. it gives the reader qualify this book as a kids
all the essential infonnation he run amuck guide to computor she needs to go out and be a ers. "Computer Anxiety" is a
savvy first-time computer shop- highly qualified, informaper. '..fold in good detail so you tive, entertaining and practiwon't get taken, the most con- cal guide for new users.
temporary computer models and Whether or not you know
their correct selling prices are much about computers, this
explored.
·
book is for y,ou.
Furthe'rmo re, a list of most
And for just ten bucks, it
commonly asked questions is can't be beat. Trust me.

BOOKFACTS .

·Florida's newest jem, Saigon Kick, gives
hope to the commercial rock'n'foll industry
• Saigon Kick

-~w:~.: ·

~~L j

Artist: Saigon Kick
Producer: Michael Wagener·
Label: Atlantic
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Some classes you take
as a matter of course. ·

---

......... .,,,,..,,.

course, that license on your
It's elementary.
If you're preparing to enter the resume can S<Jf a lot to a probusiness world with a college ·· spective employer.
degree, the simple fact is you're So if you want an edge, get one
that really adds to yoor business
in a large crowd.
If you carefully select your resources. Call or come by to see
courses, you can do a lot to us about our pilot certification
build your credentials toward a course. And get your career off
specific career. But if you really the ground with class.
want to stand out in today's
fast-paced business market,
you'll need an edge.

)~·:~

The Fort Lauderdale-based
.
. : , ,
Saigon Kick experienced a homecoming of sorts when it played
Rockfest '91 attheCentralFlorida the heyday of Styx.
But don't dismiss
Fairgrounds Sept. 29.
these
rockers as just anThe band released a self-titled
otherglam
band or grand
debut album earlier this year that
illusion.
is a roller coaster ride through
"My Life" evokes
rock 'n' roll - often displaying a
memories
of the Beatles
youthful innocence that-knows no
during their "Yellow
boundaries.
Matt Kramer, vocals; Jason· Submarine" days, and
Bieller, guitar; Phil Varone, the chorus b~dges into a
drums; and Tom Defile, bass, Queen-like harmony.
whisk listeners through 14 tracks The cut even features a
laced with the playfulness ofearly kazoo section that man. ages to stay in.key. FurCheap Trick.
.Many of the tracks on Saigon ther Beatles influence is
Kick follow different musical noted on the opening of
paths. "Love of God," with a "New World" - which
catchy electric guitar hook, and features an Eastern Inchunk sound and driving, com"Come Take Me Now," with its dian musical motif.
The Kick has not forgotten pressed bass.
acoustic opening, represent the
Fansofprogressivemusicmay
commercially acceptable tracks. mytal heads. "Suzy," "Down by
Kramer's ·vocals on "Come Take the Ocean," "Acid Rain" and .even admit to enjoying "What Do
Me Now" bring listeners back to "Month of Sundays" features a You Do," a reactionary song that
infonnsnosey,judgmental people
~====.===:=::;::.;::======:::===;::;:======::::::;:;:::
..====;:::.==
. ===:;::.,, 1 where they may kiss the band.
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Efficiencies, 1,2, & 3 Bedrooms• Private Entrance· Patio/Porches• Tennis
Courts • Club House • Sparkling Pool!

rock 'n' roll neighbothoods. If
recordcompanyexecsleavethese
guys alone to do their thing, they
will be a force to reckon with in
the world of rock 'n' roll.

Student Specjal

·

Consider enrolling in a flight
training course.
In less than a semester, you can
own a pilot's license and conduct your job search in a loftier
realm. With travel in today's
business world a matter of

· fit
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. 3650 Summer Wind Drive
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M-T 9 to 5, Fri. 9 to 6, Sat. 9 :o 4, Sun. 12 to 4

Florida State vs. Verginia Tech.·
UCF vs. Sanford
Saturday October 12th

~

1 .VENDORS NEEDED!!!
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RICK'S STADIUM VENDING

FREE Access & Parking at Citrus Bowl
Pretzel Sales 10% Commission

Call Jack - (407)351-5622
For other stadium eventrs call (301 )843-5699 anytime
Also Vendors Needed for the
UCF vs. USF October 5th
UCF vs. Sanford October 12th
UCF vs. Savannah State November 2nd
Citrus Bowl Game January 1, 1992

_ Robert

~arren Jr.
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Ouis Rea melodramaticizes his emotions musically, lyrically
•Auberge
Artist: Chris Rea
Producer: Jon Kell
Label: Atco ,

·~

motif, only to yield later to a graceful slide guitar that sounds
likeitishotoffthefingersofDoors' guitaristRobbieKrieger.
If that were not eoough, the song bridges into a symphonic
groove with resounding brass to close the number.
"Every Second .Counts" boasts a reggae beat sans the
Ouis Rea, on his latest alrum "Auberge," takes listeners traditional vocal style. Though Rea doesn't sing with the
backto the future withoutthe aidofDoc Brown's flux cai)acitor. islandic dialect, the song refrains from sounding awkwanl. In
Rea's songs visit some ofAmerica's old musical highways his effort to put an ironic twist onto the composition, he closes
and byways:___ roads Tom Petty and John Mellencamp can the song with string phrases that are remindful of Gershwin's
only hope to find. Although the influences are American, the "American in Paris."
artist is not Rea hails from~ United
ThetightbandandRea'sgravel-ladenvoicesteerthemusic ·
Kingdom.
through the wipdingroads. Thesongsmaytakeyoufrom }X)int
While the title "artist" may have A to }X)int B, but the journey is anything but a straight line.
been watered down oonsiderably durThealbum'stoneimpliesthatallisalmostperfect.Granted,
ing tlie past decade, Rea i~ desetving of his last album tooklisteners on"TheRoad to Hell" and this one
thehooor. His musicis rich, textureQand "Heaven,"butlisteners wanderthrough ablues landsca{le that
layered. Throughout the album, the pi- Rea and crew have painted with incredible depth
ano, aeoustic and slide guitars combine
Rea's voice may reminO listeners of Leonard Cohen, and
to paint a somber backgrmmd.
no where is it more evident than in "And You My Love."Rea
The band is Rea, lead, slide and classical guitars; Robert half sings, half talks in this track driven by a bass line in the
Ahwai, bass; Martin Ditchman, drums and percussion; and . groove of the Rolling Stones' "Miss You."
. Anthony Drerman, nylon and acoustic guitars and dobro. The
Thepiaoo, brass and sningsreflect the Impressionists' light
band is backed by string and brass sections.
in the :field, and the vocals and lyrics dabble in the Realists'
After listening to "Auberge," one could reasonably argue back yanl.
that Rea is either a rock 'n' roll historian or a musician who
Though Rea and ci>mpany have turned in a first-rate
·manufactures mass coincidences. Others, still, may refer to - effort, here in the states radio stations program musi~
Rea as the 0. Herny of rock music because of the music's that comes in neat, defined packages. The full circle
tW1sts and turns.
.
Rea and band travel with their music will never fit into
On the album's strongest cut, "Set Me Free," Rea opens a square box.
·
with a guitai: 1irle that resembles a Roger Waters bass line.
• Robert warren Jr.
Halfway during the song, a piaoo offers a Sondheimesque

(.

CHRIS REA
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No Doors or Pink Floydesque sounds in here
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Drop· U~ A
Letter!·

•
We're always glad
to get a response from
our readers.
Wrrte.to us at:
The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000
University of Central Florid
Orlando, Florida, 32817
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